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Abstract

What roles do credit constraints and inattention play in the under-adoption of high-
return technologies? We study this question in the case of energy efficient cookstoves
in Nairobi. Using a randomized field experiment with 1,000 households we find that
the technology has very high returns—we estimate an average rate of return of 300%
and savings of $120 per year in fuel costs, around one month of income. In spite of this,
adoption rates are inefficiently low. Using a Becker-DeGroot-Marschak mechanism we
find that average willingness-to-pay (WTP) is only $12. To investigate what drives this
puzzling pattern, we cross-randomize access to credit with an intervention designed to
increase attention to the costs and the benefits of adoption. Our first main finding is
that credit doubles WTP and closes the energy efficiency gap. Second, credit works in
part through psychological channels: around one third of the impact of credit is caused
by inattention to future costs. We find no evidence of inattention to energy savings.
These findings have implications for second-best regulation of pollution externalities
using taxes and subsidies. In the presence of credit constraints, Pigovian taxation
alone may no longer be the optimal policy. Factoring in financial savings and avoided
environmental damages we estimate that a subsidy on the energy efficient technology
would have a marginal value of public funds of $19 per $1 spent.
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1 Introduction

Low- and middle-income countries are expected to propel global energy demand in the next
several decades, in part due to the widespread adoption of household appliances (Wolfram et
al. 2012). This will exacerbate climate change, since energy accounts for 80 percent of global
CO2 emissions. Energy efficient technologies are often cited for their potential to meet
sustainable development goals by slowing greenhouse gas emissions while also generating
financial savings for households. The International Energy Agency (2018), for example,
proposes that 44 percent of all global emissions reductions by 2040 could come from energy
efficiency gains. Despite this, adoption of energy efficient technologies remains low.

We implement a randomized controlled trial (RCT) with 1,000 households in Nairobi,
Kenya to study the roles of credit constraints and inattention in households’ demand for
an energy efficient replacement to their primary1 energy consuming appliance—a charcoal
cookstove. We estimate an average internal rate of return of 300 percent,2 saving USD 120
per year. In spite of these high returns, willingness-to-pay (WTP) is inefficiently low. In
our first main result, we find that a three-month loan doubles WTP and is sufficient to close
the energy efficiency gap3 over the period of the loan. Consistent with a large literature in
development, credit constraints limit poor households’ ability to invest in welfare-improving
technologies. Second, we find evidence that credit operates in part through psychological
mediators: inattention to future costs increases the impact of credit.4 Third, we find that
agents are not inattentive to energy savings, suggesting that inattention may be domain-
dependent. Finally, we demonstrate that our findings have meaningful implications for the
efficacy of Pigovian taxation in regulating environmental externalities in the presence of large
credit constraints.

We first document that the energy efficient technology we study5 is highly profitable but
adoption is inefficiently low. We use a Becker et al. (1964) (BDM) mechanism to simulta-

1Households were eligible for participation if they responded ‘traditional charcoal stove’ to the question
‘what is your main source of energy for cooking?’. Charcoal expenditures constitute 66 percent of total
energy expenditures for the average household in our sample.

2This departs from existing literature in energy efficiency. For example, Allcott and Greenstone (2017),
Davis et al. (2018), and Fowlie et al. (2018) all find negative returns to energy efficiency investments. While
modern cookstoves generate significant health, environmental, and time use benefits, their most salient
feature for low-income households is a reduction in spending: charcoal expenditures account for 14 percent
of the median respondent’s income at baseline.

3Global under-adoption of energy efficient technologies, often referred to as the ‘energy efficiency gap’,
has long puzzled researchers (see for example Jaffe and Stavins 1994).

4This effect is driven by agents exhibiting time-inconsistency as measured through an independent effort
task allocation exercise (Augenblick et al. 2015).

5The stove is well-known: more than 98 percent had heard of the stove at baseline. The company has
sold more than 600,000 units in East Africa in the past five years.
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neously elicit WTP for and induce random variation in stove adoption. This allows us to
causally estimate household savings and quantify the gap between total savings and house-
hold WTP. We find evidence of significant under-adoption consistent with a large energy
efficiency gap. Using the random price assigned in the BDM mechanism as an instrumental
variable for cookstove adoption, we estimate that adoption of the stove causes households
to reduce charcoal spending by 39 percent.6 This is equivalent to USD 120 per year for the
median respondent—a month’s worth of income. Given the stove’s market price of USD 40,
this implies an internal rate of return of 23 percent per month,7 or 300 percent per year. In
spite of these large savings, control households’ average WTP is only USD 12. To rationalize
such low WTP with only exponential discounting, households would need discount factors
of 0.88 per week.8 This is well beyond most estimates of discount rates in the literature.9

We explore two possible mechanisms driving this under-adoption. First, we randomize
access to credit to test for financial constraints, which are widely documented in development
economics.10 Second, we cross randomize an intervention designed to increase attention to
the costs and the benefits of adoption prior to the BDM elicitation. Energy efficient tech-
nologies are often characterized by a large up-front investment that yields relatively minor
savings in any single future time period. Behavioral theory suggests that households may
over-attend to these significant present costs and neglect recurring future energy savings.11,12

Our intervention is designed to counter this tendency by inducing households to track char-
coal consumption for the month prior to the elicitation, have them forecast the savings over
the next year, and imagine what they could do with these savings.

Credit is a primary driver of adoption. A three-month loan13 increases average WTP
by 104 percent, from USD 12 to USD 25. Credit is sufficient to close the energy efficiency
gap over the period of the loan. It appears that credit constraints prevent households from

6Our empirical estimate of the savings aligns closely with engineers’ ex ante predictions. This departs
from numerous papers in the energy efficient literature that find a gap between engineering predictions and
realized savings. See Davis et al. (2018), Burlig et al. (2019), and Myers (2019).

7M-Shwari, Kenya’s largest mobile lending platform, offers loans at 7.5 percent per month inclusive of all
fees; however, these loans do come with additional restrictions on the amounts households can borrow and
the loans’ duration.

8A risk-neutral household seeking to break even after two years (the stove’s warranty period) requires a
discount factor δ such that 12 =

∑104
t=1 δ

t2, where USD 12 is average WTP and USD 2 is estimated weekly
savings. Households would be indifferent between USD 10 today and USD 10,365 in one year.

9For example, Dasgupta (2009) uses social annual discount rates between 3-6 percent and Banerjee and
Duflo (2005) use an annual discount rate of 5 percent.

10See Banerjee et al. (2015), Mel et al. (2008), Pitt and Khandker (1998), and Karlan et al. (2014).
1160 percent of respondents purchase charcoal at least once per day. Savings in any given period are

therefore likely to be small.
12See for example Bordalo et al. (2013), Gabaix and Laibson (2017), and DellaVigna (2009).
13The loan has an interest rate of 1.16 percent per month. This was the monthly interest rate (excluding

fees) offered to M-Shwari customers, Kenya’s largest mobile lending platform, during the study design period.
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adopting technologies even when these have an expected return of 300 percent.
We find evidence that myopia contributes to the large impact of credit. In other words,

the large impact of credit widely documented in development economics may not be due to
relaxing credit constraints alone. Credit changes the structure of costs, from a single bulky
payment up front to multiple smaller payments in the future. This may make credit more at-
tractive for agents that are inattentive to the future, or agents that exhibit time-inconsistent
behavior more broadly.14 We find evidence that this is the case. When households in the
attention control are given a loan, their WTP increases by around USD 13. But when
households are encouraged to attend to their future loan payments during the forecasting
exercise in the attention treatments, WTP increases by only USD 9—an economically and
statistically significantly lower amount. This effect is driven by respondents that we identify
to be time-inconsistent through an independent effort task allocations exercise (Augenblick
et al. 2015). The impact of credit is larger among time-inconsistent agents, but this differ-
ence is moderated for agents in the attention treatment group, suggesting existing measures
of time inconsistency may in part reflect myopia towards the future rather than preferences.

On the other hand, we do not find any evidence of inattention to energy savings: in spite
of its intensity, the intervention does not affect any portion of the WTP distribution. It may
be that the repeated purchase of charcoal on a daily basis already makes these expenditures
salient. We test for concentration bias (Koszegi and Szeidl 2013) as a source of inattention:
an agent exhibiting concentration bias will attend less to the total cost when it is dispersed
across numerous payments.15 We test for concentration bias in both benefits and in costs,
and find no evidence of either. Behavioral nudges designed to increase attention to energy
savings are unlikely to meaningfully increase adoption of energy efficient technologies in this
context.

Finally, we explore the implications of credit market failures for the efficiency of policies
targeting poverty and addressing environmental externalities in low-income contexts. We
estimate that, for the average user, the aggregate welfare benefits from two years of stove
usage16 consist of financial savings (USD 214), avoided environmental damages17 (USD 207),

14The literature has suggested many potential sources of time-inconsistent behavior including present
biased preferences, anticipated changes to marginal utility, or general inattention or myopia towards future
costs. See O’Donoghue and Rabin (1999), Dean and Sautmann (2019), DellaVigna (2009), and Gabaix and
Laibson (2017) for a more detailed discussion of these channels. Angeletos et al. (2001) find that households
with time-inconsistent (hyperbolic) preferences borrow more in the revolving credit market.

15Field and Pande (2008) find that assignment into weekly or monthly payment structures has no impact
on delinquency or default of micro-finance loans in India, however they do not test for an impact on take-up.

16All welfare benefits calculations incorporate an 0.9 annual discount factor.
17The Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (2017) estimates that each KG of charcoal

burned by a household in Kenya emits between 7.2-9.0 KG of CO2-equivalent (CO2e). We apply a USD 42
social cost of carbon (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 2016).
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and time savings (USD 231), yielding an average total welfare gain of USD 651 per stove
adopted. In an efficient market, Pigovian taxes are considered first-best in addressing envi-
ronmental externalities (Pigou 1920). We demonstrate that in credit constrained settings,18

and when demand for utilization of the energy-intensive technology is relatively inelastic,19

a combination of a subsidy on the energy efficient technology and a tax on the dirty good
that is lower than damages is more efficient than the standard Pigovian tax. This result
matters as low-income country governments are increasingly implementing carbon taxes to
reduce emissions of greenhouse gases.20 We argue that policy makers should instead consider
subsidies for energy efficient technologies. Given a 1.13 marginal cost of public funds, a USD
30 subsidy would have a marginal value of public funds of USD 19 per USD 1 spent.

This paper contributes to a large literature documenting credit constraints and other
barriers to technology adoption in developing countries (Duflo et al. 2008; Mel et al. 2008;
Banerjee et al. 2015; Pitt and Khandker 1998; Karlan et al. 2014; Banerjee and Duflo 2014;
Casaburi and Willis 2018; Blattman et al. 2014, and many others). We document that
households are unable to use credit to invest in technologies even when the expected internal
rate of return is 300 percent. In finding high take-up and large returns, we depart from a large
literature that generally finds low adoption and limited impacts of improved cookstoves in
particular (Pattanayak et al. 2019, Hanna et al. 2016, Levine et al. 2018, Mobarak et al. 2012,
Burwen and Levine 2012, Beltramo and Levine 2010, Chowdhury et al. 2019).

We build on growing evidence documenting behavioral biases among individuals living
in poverty. While credit constraints are widely studied, there is less evidence on whether
households in low-income contexts evaluate cost-benefit trade-offs in technology adoption
decisions with any substantial biases. On the one hand, because the potential savings are
a significant portion of households’ consumption, households may attend to these savings
more carefully and make optimal trade-offs (Shah et al. 2015; Fehr et al. 2019; Goldin
and Homonoff 2013). On the other hand, the cognitive stress of being poor can impair
households’ decision-making capabilities (Haushofer and Fehr 2014; Schilbach et al. 2016;
Kremer et al. 2019), including during technology adoption or business investment decisions
(Duflo et al. 2011; Kremer et al. 2013; Liu 2013). We contribute to this literature by
studying behavioral biases in a real life, high-stakes technology adoption decision. A growing

18The first-best policy solution will be to improve credit markets. A detailed understanding of how to
achieve this is beyond the scope of this paper, and we assume this is fixed in the short run.

19This is a reasonable assumption in the utilization of household appliances such as cookstoves, refrigera-
tors, and lightbulbs, where hours of usage are largely unresponsive to energy prices.

20For example, South Africa, Chile, and Mexico all enacted a carbon tax covering at least 40 percent of
their national greenhouse gas emissions in the past five years (World Bank Group 2018). These costs are
expected to be passed through to citizens and increase electricity and gasoline prices, but given large credit
constraints in these contexts, may not achieve the intended welfare gains.
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literature studies behavioral biases in low-income contexts, but relatively few of these focus on
inattention in particular (with Hanna et al. (2014) a notable exception). We also investigate
the micro-foundations of time inconsistency, which has been documented to affect technology
adoption (Mahajan and Tarozzi 2011; Dean and Sautmann 2019; O’Donoghue and Rabin
1999). In line with many of these papers we find that WTP is lower but the impact of credit
is larger among agents exhibiting time inconsistency.

We also build on a large body of research studying energy efficiency adoption in particular.
Numerous papers in high-income contexts have attempted to assess whether individuals pay
attention to these future savings. Busse et al. (2013), Houde and Myers (2019), Myers
(2019), Sallee et al. (2016), and Hausman (1979) find evidence that households appear to
be discounting rationally while others like Allcott and Taubinsky (2015), Allcott and Wozny
(2014), Gillingham et al. (2019), Jessoe and Rapson (2014), and De Groote and Verboven
(2019) find evidence of inattention. We are among the first papers to generate experimental
evidence on barriers to household energy efficiency adoption in a low-income context.21

Finally, we build on an extensive literature studying optimal policy in the presence of
environmental externalities. While Pigovian taxation is optimal in an efficient setting (Pigou
1920), little is known about the efficacy of these policies in the presence of credit constraints,
which are common in low-income contexts. Second-best policies in the presence of market
failures such as market power, principal-agent misalignment, and political constraints have
been investigated by a relatively large body of literature (see Fullerton and Wolverton 2005;
Knittel and Sandler 2018; Baumol 1972; Fowlie et al. 2016; Myers 2015; Davis 2012; Sallee
2019; Meckling et al. 2017; Jenkins 2014; Goulder and Parry 2008; Fullerton 1997, and many
others), but this literature focuses primarily on the U.S. Limited work has studied how
credit constraints affect the diffusion of energy efficient technologies, likely because these
tend not to be binding for higher income households.22 We contribute to the longstanding
debate about taxes versus subsidies (Weitzman 1974; Allcott et al. 2015) by arguing that
technology subsidies can achieve higher welfare gains than Pigovian taxation alone in credit
constrained settings. From a technology diffusion perspective, the full realization of the
potential gains for emissions reductions from modern energy efficient technologies requires
the widespread diffusion beyond initial adopters (Giaccherini et al. 2019; Barreca et al. 2016;
Caselli and Coleman II 2001).

The rest of this paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 provides background on charcoal con-
sumption in Kenya and the energy efficient stove that we study. Section 3 presents a model

21Ryan 2019; Adhvaryu et al. 2019, for example, focus on industrial energy efficiency.
22 Allcott and Greenstone (2012) note: “There is not much empirical evidence [of credit constraints] in the

context of energy efficiency, so we will not discuss it further.”
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of household technology adoption and provides a number of testable predictions. Section 4
then presents the experimental design and methodology we use to elicit key behavioral and
economic parameters and test this model. Section 5 presents the results. Section 6 considers
the aggregate welfare implications of stove adoption and Section 7 discusses the implications
of our results for optimal policy. Section 8 concludes.

2 Background: Charcoal use and spending in Kenya

Traditional charcoal cookstoves are costly to low-income households, produce indoor air
pollution that contributes to millions of deaths each year, and contribute to growing de-
forestation and climate change.23 Many Kenyans use a traditional charcoal ‘jiko’ (‘stove’)
for cooking on a daily basis.24 While middle-income Kenyans have begun to adopt modern
cooking technologies, adoption among lower income households remains low. In this study,
we focus on low-income households living in informal settlement areas around Nairobi, where
jikos are common and charcoal is widely available. For these households, the most salient
feature of modern cookstoves are their financial savings.

2.1 Charcoal spending

Total spending on firewood and charcoal in Sub-Saharan Africa in 2012 was USD 12 billion
(Bailis et al. 2015). Kenya’s charcoal industry grew at 5 percent per year (Food and Agricul-
ture Organization of the United Nations 2017) in the past decade alone, and charcoal usage
is expected to grow in the coming decades due to rising incomes and rapid urbanization.
Households that currently gather firewood for cooking are likely to climb up the energy lad-
der and switch to charcoal (Hanna and Oliva 2015). By 2030 fully half of Africa’s population
is expected to be living in cities, where gathered firewood is not generally accessible, and in
many African countries more than 80 percent of the urban population relies on charcoal for
daily cooking and heating needs (Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations
2017).

Existing levels of energy consumption are costly foor the poor. The share of household
income that is spent on energy costs, also known as the energy burden, tends to be largest
among the poor. Within the U.S., energy spending comprises 3.5 percent of household

23See for example World Health Organization (2017), Center (2014), Pattanayak et al. (2019), and Bailis
et al. (2015).

24While usage of jikos is widespread, statistics tend to be imprecise because many stoves are locally
produced, and households often operate multiple cooking technologies simultaneously. Around ten percent
of Kenyan households use a jiko as their primary cooking technology, with the primary alternatives being
traditional stone fires (in rural areas) or gas and kerosene stoves (in urban areas).
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income for the median American household but exceeds 7 percent for the poorest Americans
(Drehobl and Ross 2016). The share in low-income countries is even higher—the energy
burden for the median household in our study sample is 20 percent of household income.

Household adoption of energy efficient appliances has the potential to reduce these expen-
ditures meaningfully—but adoption remains low. The International Energy Agency (2018)
estimates that cost-effective energy efficiency opportunities available today to households
globally have the potential to save USD 201 billion per year in avoided expenditure on fuels
such as electricity and gas by 2040, as well as another USD 365 billion in transport costs.
In total, their forecasts attribute 44 percent of total global emissions reductions by 2040 to
energy efficiency gains.

2.2 Negative health and environmental impacts of cookstoves

Traditional cookstoves are harmful for health. In 2012 alone, 4.3 million deaths (7.7 percent
of all deaths) were attributable to household indoor air pollution (World Health Organi-
zation 2014). ‘Respiratory infections’ is the single largest cause of death in low-income
countries, and indoor air pollution is among the largest risk factors for these infections. A
household using a charcoal stove as their primary cooking technology typically experiences
PM10 concentrations of 500 micrograms per m3 inside their homes, which exceeds the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency’s ‘hazardous’ level.

Charcoal usage also contributes to global deforestation. Of the 3.7 billion m3 of wood
extracted from forests worldwide in 2015, 1.9 billion m3 (50 percent) was used as fuelwood
or charcoal. In Africa this was 90 percent (FAO 2017). Kenya in particular is expected
to lose 65 percent of its forest cover to charcoal production and use by 2030 (Onekon and
Kipchirchir 2016). Between 1—2.4 gigatons of CO2-equivalent greenhouse gases25 are emitted
annually in the production and use of firewood and charcoal, which is 2—7 percent of global
anthropogenic emissions (FAO 2017). Woodfuels comprise 9 percent of global primary energy
consumption (Bailis et al. 2015).

A large literature has studied this problem in an effort to identify and increase adoption
of stoves that provide meaningful health benefits (see for example Pattanayak et al. 2019,
Hanna et al. 2016, Levine et al. 2018, Mobarak et al. 2012, Miller and Mobarak 2013,
Burwen and Levine 2012, Beltramo and Levine 2010, Chowdhury et al. 2019). While some
research has found positive impacts on self-reported health outcomes (Bensch and Peters
2015; Bensch and Peters 2019), many find low demand for improved cookstoves, and limited

25CO2-equivalent is a standardized measure of the impact of different greenhouse gases, including for
example methane (CH4) and nitrous oxide (N2O), according to their relative potential contribution to
climate change.
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health benefits among adopters of improved stoves. These results can often be attributed
to incorrect engineering estimates, improper stove use or maintenance, or concurrent use of
a traditional cookstove (also known as fuel stacking). As countries like Indonesia, China,
and India roll out nationwide cookstove modernization projects, non-experimental evidence
points to potentially large health gains (see for example Bharati et al. 2018; Zhao et al. 2018).

Cookstoves have been studied less in context of the energy efficiency literature, which
focuses primarily on financial benefits. For example, Hausman (1979) states, “Some appli-
ances, such as household stoves, offer little possibility of substitution between higher capital
costs and lower operating costs.”

2.3 The energy efficient cookstove

We study the Jikokoa stove, produced by Burn Manufacturing (‘Burn’) at their factory
located on the outskirts of Nairobi, Kenya. Burn sells more cookstoves annually in East
Africa than any other company. As of June 2019, they had sold more than 600,000 energy
efficient cookstoves since their launch in 2013. More than 98 percent of respondents in our
sample had heard of the stove, primarily via television (66 percent). 30 percent of respondents
had heard about the Jikokoa from a friend, neighbor, or family member; 20 percent had heard
about it on the radio; and 10 percent of respondents had seen an advertisement, for example
on a billboard, painted on a matatu (bus), or in a newspaper. The Jikokoa was available for
USD 40 in stores and supermarkets across Nairobi for the duration of our study.26 Figure 1
displays a traditional charcoal jiko as well as the energy efficient stove we study.

[ Figure 1 ]

The Jikokoa and the traditional jiko both use charcoal, and the process for cooking
meals using each stove is nearly identical. The primary difference is that the main charcoal
chamber of the energy efficient stove is constructed using improved insulating materials.
The combustion chamber is made of a metal alloy that better retains heat, and a layer of
ceramic wool insulates the combustion chamber to cut heat loss. All parts are made to strict
specifications, and components fit tightly to minimize air leakage. These features have been
designed and tested extensively by laboratories in Nairobi and in Berkeley, who estimated
that they provide double the charcoal-to-heat conversion rate of a regular Kenyan jiko. Using
the energy efficient stove, only half the charcoal would therefore be required to reach and
maintain the same cooking temperatures as the traditional jiko. To prevent any information
asymmetries prior to the start of surveying, all respondents received a pamphlet containing

26Since the end of our study, Burn has released a new model of their Jikokoa, sold for only USD 30.
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information about the energy efficient stove and its financial savings that was accessible to
literate and illiterate respondents, presented in Figure A1.

Importantly, adoption of the energy efficient stove does not require any behavioral adap-
tation. The steps required for cooking are identical, and most adopters continue cooking the
same types and quantities of food as before.27 Both stoves use the same type of charcoal, so
users can continue to purchase charcoal from their preferred charcoal vendors. Switching to
the modern stove does not require any learning, as evidenced by one respondent, who began
cooking their lunch with the improved stove upon adoption, while the survey was still in
progress. When asked an open-ended question about the best features of the energy efficient
stove, 87 percent of respondents state financial savings, while only 52 percent state reduced
smoke and 22 percent state time savings. Figure A2 displays respondents’ beliefs about the
benefits of the Jikokoa stove. The stove’s charcoal savings are almost twice as salient as any
other attribute.

It is possible that other non-financial differences affect adoption, but these would bias
us towards underestimating under-adoption. The energy efficient stove improves upon the
traditional jiko along most stove attributes, including taste, health, time use, durability,
and ease of use. Most respondents believe that the energy efficient stove would reduce
smoke and improve health, and that food may taste better. The median respondent in our
sample (correctly) believes that the Jikokoa has an expected lifespan of three years. This
is three times longer than the lifespan of the jiko used by the median respondent in our
sample. This limits concerns about quality or information asymmetry as drivers of under-
adoption. In addition, any rebound effect caused by income effects or substitution into
energy consumption (Borenstein 2015) would cause us to underestimate under-adoption.28

We therefore define under-adoption of the stove conservatively as purely the financial gap
between costs and benefits.

2.4 Credit in Nairobi

Loans are common in this context. According to the Kenya National Bureau of Statistics
(2018), 33 percent of households in Nairobi had accessed credit in the preceding year, pri-
marily from a merchant directly (28 percent) or informally, for example through a Chama29

or from family or friends. In our sample, 86 percent of respondents had borrowed at least
27Respondents do report improving the type of food they cook, but this is primarily because they use the

savings from the stove to improve the quality of food they eat—not because of any features of the stove
themselves.

28See Section 5.5 for a more thorough discussion of the rebound effect in this context.
29A Chama is a common Kenyan savings group. All group members contribute a fixed amount to the

group in every period, and the sum of all contributions is given to a different group member in each period.
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once in that period, primarily through a Chama or from family or friends. For all house-
holds, in Nairobi County broadly and within our sample, loans primarily served either a
subsistence need, a family need (such as a child’s school fees), or a business need. 70 percent
of respondents participate regularly in a Chama or merry-go-round, with payouts generally
ranging between USD 10-300. Around half of respondents participate in a Chama that had
a payout of at least USD 40, the cost of the stove at the time of the study.

That said, most respondents face significant credit constraints. The loans mentioned
above are generally used for emergency situations—a respondent may not want to use a
loan to fund technology adoption, and instead wish to keep credit available for emergencies.
More than one-third of respondents had sought out a loan in the past year and been refused,
primarily by a friend or family member or from a commercial bank or moneylender, and
more than 50 percent of respondents said they would borrow more if the cost of borrowing
was lower. People who had not taken a loan in the past year did not do so largely because
they were worried about their ability to pay back the loan. This may be attributable to
high local interest rates. For example, M-Shwari, a lending platform available to M-Pesa
customers and Kenya’s largest mobile lending platform, charges 7.5 percent for a loan and
requires repayment within one month. While their platform in principle allows loan sizes
of up to USD 500, the company tracks past M-Pesa usage and borrowing behavior to place
quantity constraints on individual borrowing. In practice, this means that almost a quarter
of our sample would not be able to take out a loan today, even if they wanted to. The median
amount available for short-term borrowing was less than USD 20, and less than a quarter of
the sample was able to borrow the full cost of the stove if they wanted to.

3 A stylized model of adoption with testable hypotheses

A defining feature of the adoption of energy efficient technologies in the absence of credit
is the evaluation of the cost of adoption today against the total value of small, repeated
payoffs in the form of future energy savings. Consider an agent with unconstrained access to
credit at market interest rates deciding whether to purchase an energy efficient technology
available at price PE.30 A fully attentive and time-consistent agent will adopt the stove if

30PE can be interpreted to mean either as the price of the efficient technology (with the price of the
inefficient technology PI = 0), or as the price of the efficient technology relative to the price of the inefficient
technology.
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the utility gains exceed the costs:

u(c0)− u(c0 − PE + l)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Cost of adoption today

<

T∑
t=1

D(t)[u(ct + ψt − rt)− u(ct)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Future benefits of adoption

] (1)

where ct is the agent’s baseline consumption in period t, l is any amount the agent borrows in
period zero,31 D(t) is the agent’s time discount function, ψt are the savings from the stove,
and rt are loan repayments.32 The agent’s maximum WTP p∗ is given by the price that
makes them indifferent between adopting and not adopting the technology. Specifically, for
a fully attentive agent, maximum WTP p∗ is given by:

u(c0)− u(c0 − p∗ + l) =
T∑
t=1

D(t) [u(ct + ψt − rt)− u(ct)] (2)

The agent adopts the technology if p∗ ≥ PE. The maximum WTP of a risk neutral agent
with exponential discounting D(t) = δt and costless access to credit (or access to savings) is
given by:

p∗ =
T∑
t=1

δtψt (3)

We now explore how adoption may deviate from the case without frictions. We first con-
sider how credit constraints and inattention may affect adoption. We then explore two psy-
chological channels through which credit may operate: concentration bias and inattention-
driven time-inconsistency.

3.1 Primary determinants: Credit and inattention

We first consider the effects of two drivers that may directly affect adoption: credit con-
straints and inattention to benefits.

31PE − l can be considered the down-payment on the loan.
32The mapping from l into rt incorporates market lending rates. We assume credit constraints manifest

as quantity constraints rather than high costs of credit. This assumption is realistic in our context: M-
Shwari, Kenya’s largest mobile lending platform, regulates credit among low-income customers via quantity
constraints while keeping the cost of credit constant. A detailed exploration is beyond the scope of this
paper.
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3.1.1 Credit

Credit constraints are often large in developing contexts (see for example Banerjee et al. 2015,
Pitt and Khandker 1998, Karlan et al. 2014, Banerjee and Duflo 2014, Mel et al. 2008,
Casaburi and Willis 2018, Suri 2011). Define C̄i to denote the maximum quantity of credit
available to agent i in any single period. The agent’s WTP33 is then p∗ such that:

u(c0)− u(c0 − p∗ + l) =
T∑
t=1

D(t) [u(ct + ψt − rt)− u(ct)] s.t. l ≤ C̄ (4)

Assuming that marginal utilities at baseline are equal across periods, credit constraints
in this model will decrease WTP in the typical way. Agents who can borrow are able to
smooth the utility shock of the purchase which makes the purchase more attractive. With
credit constraints this is no longer possible and the agent is able to bear a lower cost. This
yields the following prediction.

Prediction 1: When credit constraints bind, access to credit increases
WTP:

∂p∗

∂C̄
> 0

3.1.2 Inattention to energy savings

Next we investigate how inattention may affect the agent’s decision-making. Due to cognitive
constraints, the agent may be unable to attend fully to all meaningful attributes of the
adoption decision (Bordalo et al. 2013; DellaVigna 2009). 60 percent of respondents in our
sample purchase charcoal at least once per day, at less than a dollar per day. Savings in
any given period are therefore likely to be small—often less than USD 0.50 per day—and
respondents may be inattentive to aggregate energy savings, over-attending to the significant
cost today and neglecting future savings in the case with limited credit.

Inattention to benefits has been widely studied in the U.S. in the context of household
decisions about automobiles, appliances, and housing. Busse et al. (2013), Houde and Myers
(2019), Myers (2019), Sallee et al. (2016), and Hausman (1979) find that households appear to
compare future savings correctly against today’s costs, while Allcott and Taubinsky (2015),

33Our measure WTP = p∗ incorporates credit constraints. However, there exists debate in the literature
about the use of the term willingness-to-pay as opposed to ability-to-pay (ATP). Under that framing, one
could define WTP = p∗ in the efficient case and ATP = min{p∗, l̄}. When credit constraints bind, the gap
between ATP and WTP can be large. This has consequences for the use of WTP in contingent valuation
and revealed preference methods to elicit parameters about benefits from technologies and valuations of
environmental quality. We discuss this further in Section 7.
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Allcott and Wozny (2014), Gillingham et al. (2019), Jessoe and Rapson (2014), and De
Groote and Verboven (2019) find evidence of inattention towards future energy savings.

There is little evidence about whether households in low-income contexts correctly evalu-
ate these cost-benefit trade-offs. The cognitive stress of being poor may limit bandwidth and
impair decision-making (Haushofer and Fehr 2014; Schilbach et al. 2016; Kremer et al. 2019),
which might increase the scope for such inattention. On the other hand, technology adoption
decisions have higher stakes for households living in poverty, and they may therefore make
more careful decisions (Shah et al. 2015; Fehr et al. 2019; Goldin and Homonoff 2013).

An agent may attend differently to costs and benefits of adoption, depending on their
particular nature. When energy inputs are strongly correlated with utilization and easily
observable (consider using gasoline to operate a vehicle or using charcoal to operate a stove),
an agent may already be very attentive to energy savings. On the other hand, when these
are weakly correlated or difficult to observe (consider the impact of refrigerator usage on a
monthly electricity bill), an agent may be inattentive. This may partially explain diverging
results in the relevant U.S.-based literature discussed above. We discuss attention-driven
myopia in the domain of costs more in Section 3.2.2 below.

An agent may under-attend to future benefits by a factor θb ∈ (0, 1). The condition
presented in Equation 2 then changes to:

u(c0)− u(c0 − p∗ + l) =
T∑
t=1

D(t) [u(ct + θbψt − rt)− u(ct)] (5)

This yields the following prediction:

Prediction 2: For an agent with imperfect attention to benefits θb < 1,
greater attention to benefits θb will increase WTP:

∂p∗

∂θb
> 0

We are agnostic as to the micro-economic model that generates inattention.34 As in
Gabaix and Laibson (2017), an agent may experience attention-driven myopia—agents may
simply experience future benefits on a diminished scale. In this framework, an agent may
imperfectly observe future periods, and combine noisy signals about future energy savings
with their priors about what these might be, to inform their adoption decision. Alternatively,
given that benefits accrue in small amounts over numerous periods, inattention may be driven
by concentration bias (Koszegi and Szeidl 2013), where individuals attend disproportionately

34We explore the micro-foundations of θi in more detail in Appendix Section 8.1.1.
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to periods where outcomes differ more. We discuss this phenomenon in the context of costs in
Section 3.2.1 below—through our experimental design we will be able to test for concentration
bias in energy savings and costs independently.

3.2 The psychology of credit

Access to a loan relaxes credit constraints—but it also modifies the structure of costs. It
allows costs to be incurred in the future rather than today, and it reduces the maximum
cost in any single period. Does access to credit increase adoption solely by addressing credit
constraints, or do psychological determinants affect adoption independently by altering the
perception of costs? We consider two potential channels: concentration bias and inattention-
driven time-inconsistency.

3.2.1 Concentration bias

When making decisions, individuals tend to attend disproportionately to periods or at-
tributes with larger variability across their choice set, where the range of impacts on utility
(defined as the difference between the minimum and maximum utility outcomes) is larger.
An important special case of this is that agents are more likely to attend to periods where the
financial consequences of a choice are larger (for example a downpayment versus installment
payments). Individuals might therefore be more likely to prefer payment structures where
costs are dispersed across many smaller deadlines (Dertwinkel-Kalt et al. 2019), since this
makes total costs less salient.

Koszegi and Szeidl (2013) model this phenomenon by assuming that the utility of a
choice c with K attributes from choice set C is a weighted sum over its attributes U(c) =∑K

k=1 g(∆k(C))uk(ck) where ∆k(C) = maxc′∈Cuk(c
′
k) −minc′∈Cuk(c′k). Importantly, g(·) is

an increasing function—agents pay more attention to an attribute when its impact on utility
across the universe of consumption choices C is highly variable. Under this framework, an
agent faces the following adoption decision:35,36

u(c0)− u
(
c0 − g(∆(p− l))(p∗ − l)

)
=

T∑
t=1

D(t)
[
u
(
ct + ψt − g(∆(rt))rt

)
− u(ct)

]
(6)

35g(·) here can apply to both benefits and costs. Our experimental design allows us to test for concentration
bias in costs specifically. We will be able to test for concentration bias in benefits insofar as the larger
attention intervention increases the salience of savings.

36For simplicity, because all of the attributes we consider only affect consumption, we depart from Koszegi
and Szeidl (2013) slightly and assume that the attribute specific utility functions uk(·) are linear and that
the agent then uses the weighted sum of these in their overall utility function.
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Define N to be the number of periods with rt > 0 (with 1 ≤ N ≤ T ),37 and assume
all non-zero payments have equal size. Given that g(·) is increasing, for NH > NL we have
g(∆( l

NH
)) < g(∆( l

NL
)) because the possible variation in payment size across loan sizes is

smaller with more payments. Thus,

Prediction 3: An agent exhibiting concentration bias will have higher
WTP when total cost is dispersed across a larger number of payments:

∂p∗

∂N
> 0

3.2.2 Inattention-driven myopia

Inattention to future costs, or myopia, can result in time-inconsistent behavior. This can
be founded in different microeconomic foundations. For example, the agent may simply
“experience” future utility in a diminished way. They may evaluate costs in future periods
by generating noisy signals and combining them with their priors, as per Gabaix and Laibson
(2017). Or, it may be that beliefs directly enter the utility function, and the agent experiences
disutility from the very acquisition of information about costs itself, causing intentional
inattention to costs (Golman et al. 2017). For whatever reason, an agent may be inattentive
to future costs by a factor θc ∈ (0, 1). The adoption decision can then be defined as:

u(c0)− u(c0 − p∗ + l) =
T∑
t=1

D(t) [u(ct + ψt − θcrt)− u(ct)] s.t. l ≤ C̄ (7)

With payment in installments, costs are moved from t = 0 to being incurred across
periods t = 1, ..., T , while benefits across all periods stay the same. For θc < 1 this will
decrease the value of costs relative to benefits. It follows that,

Prediction 4: The impact of credit on WTP will be smaller among agents
exhibiting more attention to future costs:

∂2p∗

∂C̄∂θc
< 0

The inattention parameter θc might affect the impact of credit in a similar manner to
present bias or changing marginal utility in this context. A large literature documents how

37This model can be extended to the case where the entire cost is paid up-front such that l = 0 and N = 0.
This is relevant for interpreting the psychology of providing any credit at all, but is empirically difficult to
distinguish from present bias given that it moves payments away from the present. We therefore restrict our
empirical investigation to cases where l > 0 and N ≥ 1.
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time-inconsistency affects decision-making, particularly during technology adoption among
low-income individuals (see for example Mahajan and Tarozzi (2011), Casaburi and Willis
(2018), and Duflo et al. (2011)). The microeconomic foundations of time-inconsistency are
subject to ongoing debate. O’Donoghue and Rabin (1999) define present bias as “a bias
for the present over the future”, reflecting an agent’s true preference for utility today over
utility in the future. Present biased preferences can easily be incorporated in the model
discussed above with quasi-hyperbolic preferences D(t) = βδt with β ∈ (0, 1). Dean and
Sautmann (2019) argue that time-inconsistency may arise even in the absence of present
bias due to changes in marginal utility across time, ut. These might result from income
shocks or preference shocks, which are in general common in low-income contexts. The
primary difference is that an experimental attention treatment may affect θc, but would not
affect β or ut since these reflect the agent’s fully rational decision. While time-inconsistency
cannot be randomly assigned, in our experimental design we measure time-inconsistency
using an effort task allocation exercise as per Augenblick et al. (2015). More information on
this is provided in Section 4.5.

At an extreme, expanding credit in this model can make the agent worse off due to the
neglect of future costs. Since agents do not perceive future costs fully, they will want to
over-borrow (Meier and Sprenger 2010) and some amount of credit constraints limits their
ability to do so. Participants in this study are likely far from this case.

4 Experimental Design

We enroll 1,018 respondents who live in the Dandora, Kayole, Mathare, and Mukuru informal
settlement areas around Nairobi and who currently use a traditional charcoal cookstove.
Charcoal is readily available in these areas, with a charcoal seller on every street in most
areas.

These areas are among the lowest-income areas of Nairobi, and have not been targeted by
sales teams of the cookstove company. Field officers walked around these areas and enrolled
respondents quasi-randomly by visiting them at their homes until the required number of
respondents had been enrolled. To qualify for study participation respondents had to use
a traditional charcoal jiko as their primary cooking technology and spend at least USD 3
per week on charcoal. The median household in our sample contains two adults and two
children, earns a daily income of USD 5, and spends USD 0.70 (14 percent of income) on
charcoal every day. 60 percent of study participants purchase charcoal at least once per day,
at less than one dollar per day. Households buy a new jiko around once per year, for between
USD 2 and USD 5. 95 percent of respondents in our sample are women, largely reflecting
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Kenyan societal norms and expectations around household tasks. Table 1 presents summary
statistics of additional socioeconomic variables.

[ Table 1 ]

It is worth noting that respondents in our sample have on average significantly lower
incomes than existing cookstove adopters. According to two proprietary studies completed
by a third-party consultant on behalf of the cookstove company in 2016 and 2017, consisting
of phone surveys with a random sample of existing customers, 12 percent of recent adopters
live below the Kenyan poverty line (Ksh 310 per person per day), while 88 percent of our
respondents do. More than half of adopters had attended college or university, while only 5
percent of our respondents did.

4.1 Experimental timeline

The survey design centers around three in-person visits referred to as visit 1, visit 2, and visit
3, or the baseline, midline, and endline visits, respectively. These visits were timed to be
28 days apart.38 Aside from the visits, during the study period participants complete three
additional activities: 1) A recurring SMS survey conducted once every three days that asks
about a respondent’s charcoal expenditures in each intervening 3-day period39; 2) Collection
of ash in a bucket to measure physical charcoal usage; and 3) Loan payments, for respondents
who purchased the stove and who are in the credit treatment arms. Figure 2 presents the
timeline for these components. More detail on each component is provided below.

[ Figure 2 ]

Each respondent receives three in-person visits timed one month apart. During visit
1, the field officer completes the enrolment survey, which includes a series of economic,
demographic and health questions. Respondents in the attention treatment groups then
start receiving SMSes about their charcoal spending, while respondents in the attention
control group receive SMSes about an unrelated topic before switching to the same charcoal

38Due to logistical constraints and limited respondent availability due to their work and personal commit-
ments, actual visits deviated moderately from this in practice. 88 percent of visit 2 surveys were conducted
between 23-33 days of that respondent’s visit 1 survey, and 90 percent of visit 3 surveys were conducted
between 23-33 days of that respondent’s visit 2 survey.

39To ensure this activity did not increase the attention control group’s attention to spending while still
maintaining equal contact between all respondents and the study team, control respondents were enrolled in
an SMS questionnaire on an unrelated topic prior to the BDM elicitation. The timing and incentives were
identical, but respondents were asked about their matatu (bus) travel instead of their charcoal expenditures.
Starting at visit 2 these respondents were moved into the regular charcoal SMS survey.
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SMSes after visit 2. During visit 2, the field officer implements the relevant credit and/or
attention treatments that were assigned to this respondent, and then implements the BDM
mechanism (see section 4.3 below). If the respondent wins the stove, they receive the stove
during visit 2—respondents in the credit control group must also pay the entire amount Pi
today. After visit 2, all participants are asked to collect charcoal ash in the bucket provided.
In addition, participants who won the stove during the BDM auction and who are in one
of the credit treatment groups begin making their weekly or monthly payments (A1 or A2,
respectively). During visit 3, the field officer implements the endline survey and weights the
ash collection bucket.

Each respondent was randomly assigned into one of three credit treatment groups and
one of three attention treatment groups. They were also assigned a randomized price for the
stove—each respondent received a different subsidy relative to the retail price. we describe
these procedures in more detail below.

4.2 Credit and attention: Experimental treatment arms

Based on the model described in Section 3 we implement a 3-by-3 experimental design, cross-
randomizing two credit treatments with two attention treatments. Treatment is stratified
by baseline levels of charcoal spending. Figure 3 displays treatment assignment for all 1,018
respondents.

[ Figure 3 ]

Respondents in the credit treatment pay an interest rate of r = 1.16 percent per month40

on their loan, which is automatically factored into their payments. Respondents that were
not able to make their payments were asked to return the stove.41 Regardless of the credit
treatment group to which they were assigned, every respondent who purchased the stove
received it during visit 2.

Credit control group (C0): Individuals are required to pay 100 percent
of the price of the stove at the time of visit 2.

Weekly payments (C1): Participants may pay for the stove by 12 weekly
40This was the borrowing interest rate of M-Shwari (exclusive of fees) at the time of our study.
41All respondents received SMSes reminding them of their upcoming payment deadlines in advance. If a

respondent missed a deadline, they were initially sent three reminders over a six day period. If they had not
paid within one week after their missed deadline, a field officer would visit them and reclaim the stove. As
of July 6, 2019, three respondents had returned their stoves, primarily as a result of unexpected health or
negative income shocks. More detail on repayment is provided in Section 5.8.
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deadlines, starting one week from visit 2. They may pay more frequently
or earlier, as long as they meet the cumulative minimum by each weekly
deadline.

Monthly payments (C2): Participants may pay for the stove by three
4-weekly deadlines, starting 4 weeks from visit 2. They may pay more
frequently or earlier, as long as they meet the cumulative minimum by
each monthly deadline. For example, respondents in this group may pay in
weekly instalments if they choose.

The difference in WTP between C0 and {C1,C2} provides a test of Prediction 1, pertain-
ing to credit constraints yielded by Equation (4). The difference in the cost streams of C1
and C2 allows us to test Prediction 3 pertaining to concentration bias, as per Equation (6).

One alternative to this interpretation is that respondents may prefer weekly deadlines
due to a demand for commitment rather than a reduced focus on costs (Field and Pande
2008). To test this concern, respondents in C2 are given the opportunity to switch to weekly
deadlines as a commitment device, for example if they believe this will help them make
their payments on time. Respondents in C2 are informed of this option before the WTP
elicitation, and if they adopt the stove they then make their choice after this is complete.
Only 12 percent of respondents offered this commitment device took it, suggesting a demand
for commitment would likely not drive a preference for weekly over monthly deadlines.42

To test for inattention, we cross-randomize these credit treatments with two treatments
designed to increase attention:

Attention control group (A0): Participants are informed that the stove
manufacturer says that the stove can be expected to reduce charcoal con-
sumption by 50 percent. They are informed of the Ksh equivalent of these
savings, based on the respondent’s stated weekly charcoal spending. They
are also given a calculator, and are allowed to use it to perform calculations
regarding their expected savings if they choose.

Attention to energy savings (A1): Participants receive everything that
A0 receives. In addition, in the month between visit 1 and visit 2, respon-

42The lack of interest in switching to a weekly payment plan may reflect a preference for the flexibility of
a monthly payment schedule. Field et al. (2012) find that micro-finance clients in India paying on a monthly
payment schedule were 51 percent less likely to be worried about repayment. Their study design does not
allow them to study differences in take-up across these payment schedules.
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dents are asked about their charcoal spending every three days via SMS.43

In addition, before the BDM elicitation in visit 2, the enumerator assists44

them in filling in an attention sheet, writing down the amount of money
they think they will save each week for the next year if they owned an en-
ergy efficient stove. This can be expected to be around 50 percent of their
expected spending in each week, with larger savings during weeks where
the participant expects to spend more on charcoal for cooking, for exam-
ple during religious holidays, or when a temporary migrant returns home.
Figure A3 shows the attention sheet. The enumerator then assists the indi-
vidual in summing up the expected savings for each of the twelve months,
and asks them to think about and write down how they could use these
savings for each month. Respondents are then given a waiting period45 of 5
minutes to think about these savings while the enumerator enters the num-
bers into a tablet. The savings are then shown on the tablet during the
BDM elicitation.

Attention to energy savings minus costs (A2): Participants receive
everything that A1 receives. In addition, during the BDM they are informed
of the cost during each period, alongside the savings in each period as listed
in their attention sheet. The cost per period is calculated and presented
in line with the respondent’s credit treatment group (C0, C1, C2). The
net benefit (defined as cost - savings) for each period is also calculated and
presented to the respondent.

The difference between A0 and {A1, A2} corresponds to the attention to savings θs mod-
eled in Equation (5) while the difference between A1 and A2 corresponds to attention to
costs θc modeled in Equation (7). This setup thus provides a test for Predictions 2 and 5.

43To ensure that contact with the research team was constant across all participants, respondents in the
attention control group received placebo SMSes asking about their bus ridership in the month between visits
1 and 2, prior to switching into the main charcoal survey starting visit 2.

4447 percent of respondents were able to fill in the sheet entirely independently. 31 percent of respondents
were able to write in most of the sheet independently, but required some guidance by the field officer. Finally,
22 percent of respondents were illiterate and the field officer had to fill in their attention sheet on their behalf.

45 Recent work has shown that a waiting period, defined as a delay between information about a prospective
choice and the choice itself, can lead to more forward-looking choices. For example, Brownback et al. (2019)
find that a waiting period causes a 28 percent increase in healthy food purchases.
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4.3 Becker, DeGroot, Marschak (BDM) mechanism

We implement the Becker, DeGroot, Marschak (BDM) mechanism defined in Becker et
al. 1964. The BDM mechanism serves two purposes. First, because the mechanism is in-
centive compatible, respondents should truthfully state their WTP for the energy efficient
cookstove. Second, because Pi is randomly assigned, adoption of the stove is random condi-
tional on WTP. This randomized stove assignment allows us to estimate the causal impact
of cookstove adoption on charcoal spending.

Implementation of the BDM mechanism builds on the methodology developed in Berry
et al. (2020) and Dean (2019) and proceeds as follows: each respondent is first randomly
allocated a hidden price Pi. This price is printed and placed inside a closed envelope with
the respondent’s name on it prior to the start of the survey. Neither the respondent nor the
field officer implementing the survey know the price.

The field officer and the respondent then use a binary search algorithm over the interval
USD 0 to 50 to determine the respondent’s maximum WTP. The respondent is asked 12
binary questions asking whether they would purchase the stove for a given price. Question
1 for every respondent asks, “If the price of the Jikokoa is 2,500 Ksh [USD 25] would you
want to buy it?” The subsequent question then asks about the mid-point of the remaining
interval and so on. For instance, if the respondent answers ‘yes’ to question 1, the next
question will be, “If the price of the Jikokoa is 3,750 Ksh [USD 37.50] would you want to
buy it?” Conversely, if the respondent answers ‘no’ to question 1, the next question will be,
“If the price of the Jikokoa is 1,250 Ksh [USD 12.50] would you want to buy it?”

The binary questions incorporate each respondent’s credit treatment assignment. A
participant in the weekly payments credit treatment group might be asked, “Would you
be willing to pay Ksh 2,000 [USD 20] for the stove? You would pay Ksh 169.67 [USD
1.70] per week for the next 3 months,” and a participant in the monthly payments credit
treatment group might be asked, “Would you be willing to pay Ksh 2,000 [USD 20] for
the stove? You would pay Ksh 682 [USD 6.82] per month for the next 3 months.”46 The
information presented will also vary based on which attention treatment the respondent is
in. Respondents in A1 will see the savings they wrote down next to the BDM price they
are considering at that moment. Respondents in A2 will see the savings they wrote down,
the costs, as well as the net benefits corresponding to the BDM they are considering at
that moment. As the binary questions vary, the costs in each period and net benefits are
calculated and updated accordingly. Figure A4 provides examples of the screen for three
hypothetical respondents.

46The conversion from total amount to weekly or monthly payments incorporates the interest rate of 1.16
percent per month.
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Benefiting from the law of exponents, after answering 12 binary questions, the respondent
has disclosed their maximum WTP to the nearest USD 0.01. After respondent i has stated
their maximumWTPi, the respondent and the field officer then open the envelope containing
the hidden price Pi. If WTPi < Pi, the respondent is not allowed to purchase the stove.
If WTPi ≥ Pi, the respondent must47 purchase the stove today. It is important to note
that the decision of WTP is binding, and naming a WTP on either side of the threshold
where WTPi = Pi therefore has meaningful consequences. To ensure that the respondent
understood the consequences of their decision, field officers performed an extensive series of
checks and confirmation questions.48 In addition, each respondent played a practice BDM
round with a small item (either a bar of soap or a bottle of hand lotion) prior to the cookstove
BDM. We provide more information about this below.

The distribution of BDM prices Pi that would generate the strongest first stage would
be one where each respondent was assigned a price of either USD 0 or USD 40, as this
would ensure perfect randomization (assignment would be entirely independent of WTP).
We depart from this distribution to satisfy several goals. First, to reduce attrition, we
want all participants receive a discount of at least USD 13 relative to the retail price.49

Second, for cost reasons we want most respondents to have a subsidy of no more than USD
30, but to ensure wide demographic heterogeneity and to be able to meaningfully test for
heterogeneous effects by WTP we want some subjects to have prices around USD 4. Third,
to ensure incentive compatibility, such that every participant has an incentive to state their
true WTP, all prices across the distribution [0.01, 29.99] must have a positive probability.
Finally, to preserve the unpredictability of prices for field officers, so as to avoid unwarranted
interference or assistance prior to the opening of the envelope, we want to draw prices from a
narrow uniform distribution around each mass point rather than assigning the center itself.

These specifications result in the following distribution. Six percent of participants are
allocated a USD price drawn from U [3.50, 4.50], 39 percent of participants are allocated
a price drawn from U [10, 12], 44 percent of participants are allocated a price drawn from

47Despite extensive training and repeated response verification, 8 of the respondents for whomWTPi ≥ Pi
(1.4 percent) were ultimately not able to pay Pi for the stove. We did not force these respondents to adopt
the stove, and we interpret this econometrically as imperfect compliance with treatment assignment.

48For example, field officers asked respondents to describe what would happen if Pi = WTPi + 5 (the
respondent would not be able to purchase the stove today) and if Pi = WTPi − 5 (the respondent would
purchase the stove for Pi) numerous times throughout the process. In the final question, asked immediately
prior to opening the envelope, 97 percent of respondents answered both questions correctly. Furthermore,
10 percent of respondents for whom WTPi < Pi argued when they saw the price—in the majority of
these cases, the argument concerned the high price (the respondent wanted a larger discount) rather than
miscomprehension about the process itself.

49The cookstove was widely available in stores and supermarkets for USD 40 throughout the duration of
our study. A new version has since become available for USD 30.
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U [25, 27], and 11 percent of participants are allocated a price drawn from the entire interval
U [0.01, 29.99]. Figure A5 displays the resulting distribution of BDM prices for all 1,018
participants. Prices were randomly assigned to participants after visit 1 and are stratified
on baseline levels of charcoal consumption and on assignment to the attention and credit
treatments.

Prior to the start of the BDM each respondent completes two practice exercises, one
for a bottle of lotion (valued at USD 1.20 in stores) and one for a bar of soap (valued
at USD 1.50 in stores), displayed in Figure A6. Each respondent is allocated a random
price PL ∼ N(0.74, 0.35) for the lotion, truncated at USD [0.01, 1.10], and a random price
PS ∼ N(0.89, 0.42) for the soap, truncated at USD [0.01, 1.30], reflecting their respective
retail prices.50 50 percent of respondents were first given their randomly assigned price as a
take-it-or-leave-it (‘TIOLI’) offer for purchasing the lotion, and were then asked to complete
a practice BDM exercise with the soap. The remaining 50 percent first responded to a TIOLI
offer for the soap and then completed a BDM exercise with the lotion.51

These two take-up decisions served two purposes. First, participants get an opportunity
to better understand how the BDM mechanism works relative to a standard TIOLI that
they are used to in stores. In particular, they experience the binding outcome of the bidding
process. Second, a comparison of the demand curves generated using the two mechanisms
provides a natural test of the validity of the BDM mechanism in this setting. Figure A7
displays the demand curves elicited through the TIOLI and BDM mechanisms for both
goods. The overlap suggests that respondents understand the BDM mechanism and that
the elicited WTP values reflect realistic decisions.

4.4 Measuring charcoal use

We use three independent methods to measure charcoal use. The primary outcome is a
recurring SMS survey. Every three days the respondent receives an SMS asking how much
money they spent on charcoal in the past three days. To increase response rates, respondents
receive a reward of USD 0.20 for every SMS that they correctly52 respond to, regardless of

50On the first three days of implementation, the practice prices for the lotion and soap were lower, averaging
around USD 0.47 and USD 0.51 respectively. Because of higher than expected demand for both products,
we increased prices to the higher amounts starting on the fourth day.

51Ideally we would have also been able to counterbalance the order of the TIOLI and BDM practices. We
decided the potential for additional confusion by separating the BDM practice from the cookstoves BDM
outweighed any potential benefit from ruling out order effects.

52An SMS qualifies as correct if it reasonably identifies the financial cost of charcoal purchased in the past
3 days. Messages that do not count as correct include messages that refer to actual quantities of charcoal
(e.g. ‘1 KG’ or ‘2 tins’); messages that do not include an amount (e.g. casual comments about the weather);
messages that refer to credit payments or stove costs rather than charcoal spending; quantities below USD
0.10 (these are assumed to be typographical errors); or any SMS beyond a maximum of 1 SMS per day (in
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the content of their SMS, as well as a bonus of USD 2 for every 10 SMSes that they correctly
respond to. Second, during the endline survey, we ask respondents to recall their recent
charcoal expenditures.

Finally, to generate ground-truth comparisons of these self-reported measures of charcoal
use,53 respondents collect the ash generated by cookstove usage between the second and third
visits. Normally, when a respondent is done cooking a meal, they dispose of the charcoal
ash in the trash. Instead, during visit 2, each respondent is given an empty 20 liter bucket
and asked to dispose of the used ash in the bucket rather than in the trash. During visit 3,
field officers weigh the bucket using a hand-held weighing scale.

4.5 Measuring time-inconsistency

To understand how time-inconsistency affects adoption decisions and the impact of credit
as per Predictions 5 and 6, we measure time-inconsistency through an effort task allocation
exercise.54 Since money is fungible across time, the marginal propensity to consume may
not correlate strongly with instantaneous payouts and preferences between different streams
of monetary benefits may not reflect intertemporal preferences over utility (O’Donoghue
and Rabin 2015; Cubitt and Read 2007; Dean and Sautmann 2019). We therefore elicit
preferences over instantaneous utility, following the methods and implementation strategy
developed in Augenblick et al. (2015). We adapt the exercise for our context so that it can
be completed in a field setting. The effort task we employ consists of counting the number
of times a triangle, circle, and cross appear on a grid. Figure A8 displays an example of an
effort task. Respondents on average took one to two minutes to complete one effort task.

Respondents first complete three practice effort tasks during visit 1 to understand the
procedures and the cost of effort. They are then informed that they will need to complete
additional tasks during visits 2 and 3. They are told they will have the opportunity to choose
when and how many of these tasks they will need to do.

During both visit 1 and visit 2 respondents decide how many of those tasks they would
like to do in visit 2 and how many in visit 3 at varying interest rates.55 During visit 1,
decisions about both visit 2 and visit 3 are in the future. In contrast, during visit 2, the
decision about visit 2 tasks is in the present while the decision about visit 3 is in the future.

which case only the last otherwise correct SMS of the day qualifies).
53In particular, to minimize any chance of experimenter demand or Hawthorne effects.
54As per the model described in Section 3, we allow time-inconsistency to be caused by either an innate

preference toward the present (the β present bias as defined in the β − δ model) or inattention to future
benefits or costs θb, θc.

55To limit the potential relevance of any fixed costs in the exertion of effort, all respondents must complete
at least 3 tasks in each visit.
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Since the relative temporal distance between visits 2 and 3 does not change, any difference
between the decisions made during visit 1 and the decisions made during visit 2 is evidence
of time-inconsistent behavior. Respondents that choose to postpone additional tasks during
visit 2 relative to their decisions in visit 1 are thus classified as exhibiting time-inconsistency
using a binary indicator. Using this methodology 57 percent of respondents are classified as
exhibiting time-inconsistency.

4.6 Measuring risk preferences

To measure risk aversion we follow Gneezy and Potters (1997) and Charness et al. (2013).
At the end of visit 1, each respondent is offered a thank you appreciation of USD 4 for their
time that day. Respondents are then told that they can now participate in an investment
game, as follows. They first choose any amount x ∈ [0, 4] to invest. They then (blindly)
pick one of two pieces of paper from a small bag. If the paper says ‘Win’, they receive 3x
the amount they invested. If the paper says ‘Lose’, they lose the amount that they invested.
Regardless of the outcome of the invested amount, respondents always receive the amount
that was not invested (4− x). The expected payoff X of an investment x is given by:

E[X] = [4− x] + [
1

2
· (0) +

1

2
· (3 · x)]

A profit-maximizing risk neutral individual invests x = 4. An investment of any amount
x < 4 can be interpreted as risk aversion. In our sample the 25th, 50th, and 75th percentiles
of x equal USD 0.50, USD 1, and USD 2 respectively. Respondents that choose to invest
x < 2 (68 percent) are classified as exhibiting risk aversion.

4.7 Measuring beliefs about health

We build on existing methodologies from the cookstove health literature (Usmani et al. 2017;
Hooper et al. 2018) to elicit baseline levels of health as well as beliefs about the impacts of
stove adoption on health. We first ask a series of binary questions about recent respiratory
symptoms experienced by the primary cookstove user and any children living in the home.
We then ask a series of likert-scale questions eliciting beliefs about the extent to which
usage of a traditional stove specifically has had negative impacts on their health, and how
much adoption of an energy efficient stove might improve their health. We combine these
measures into two indices for levels of health and beliefs about health improvements from
energy efficient cookstove adoption respectively.
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5 Results

We now present the results. Section 5.1 estimates the financial savings from stove adoption,
and compares these returns with relevant alternative investments that our respondents may
have access to. Section 5.2 presents the demand curve for the control group corresponding
to the elicited WTP, and quantifies under-adoption by comparing WTP with the financial
returns. Finally, sections 5.3 and 5.4 investigate how credit and psychology affect under-
adoption.

Table A1 presents balance checks for the randomized credit, attention, and subsidy treat-
ment assignments,56 for key demographic and socioeconomic variables. None of the joint
F-tests are significant. Assignment of all three treatments appears to be balanced on key
economic and demographic characteristics. Figure A9 displays a map of the distribution of
respondents and their randomly assigned treatments across Nairobi, Kenya.

5.1 The energy efficient technology has large returns

Figure 4 presents weekly charcoal spending before and after the main visit, for adopters
and non-adopters of the energy efficient stove, as elicited through the SMS survey. Spending
appears to decrease sharply immediately after adoption, by around USD 2, and this difference
appears to be stable for at least two months after adoption.

[ Figure 4 ]

To estimate the causal effect of adoption of the energy efficient charcoal cookstove on
household charcoal spending we employ an instrumental variables approach. In the first
stage we use the randomly assigned BDM price Pi as an instrument for stove ownership
di.57 In the second stage we regress weekly charcoal spending yi on the predicted value of
stove ownership d̂i. Because Pi is randomly assigned, this regression identifies a causal effect.
Econometrically, this proceeds as follows:

di = γ0 + γ1Pi + γ2Xi + ui

yi = β0 + β1d̂i + β2Xi + εi

We estimate the impact on charcoal spending yi in USD and in percentage terms. To
accommodate values of 0 in charcoal spending, we use an Inverse Hyperbolic Sine (IHS)

56For the subsidy treatment balance check we define treatment as BDM price Pi ≤ USD 15 (50 percent of
respondents).

57576 respondents adopted the stove (60 percent), out of the 962 respondents that completed visit 2.
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transformation instead of the standard natural logarithmic transformation, as described in
Burbidge et al. (1988).58,59

Table 2 presents the results. In the first stage presented in Column (1), the BDM price
strongly predicts stove adoption. Columns (2) and (3) show that the stove reduces charcoal
spending by USD 2.28 per week on average, or a decrease of 50 log points, which corresponds
to a 39 percent decrease in charcoal consumption. Table A2 confirms that these results also
hold for self-reported weekly charcoal spending during the endline survey. Using data from
a pilot experiment conducted in Fall 2018, Figure A10 confirms that these causal impacts
are stable over time, up to 18 months after adoption.

[ Table 2 ]

Column (4) shows that stove adoption causes a 39 percent reduction in total ash usage
between visits 2 and 3. This estimate matches the (entirely independent) estimate from
the SMS data, lending confidence to these results. Converting ‘weekly charcoal spending’
(in Ksh) to ‘kilograms charcoal purchased’ (in KG) using local charcoal market prices, and
comparing KG of charcoal purchased with KG of ash generated from charcoal usage, identifies
a charcoal-to-ash conversion ratio of 1.6 percent (with a 90 percent confidence interval of
1.3—1.9 percent). This falls within accepted estimates of the physico-chemical properties of
charcoal (FAO, 1983), again lending confidence to the use of ash generation as a proxy for
charcoal usage.

It is worth putting the size of these savings into perspective. USD 2.28 per week—USD
119 per year—corresponds to on average one month of respondent income.60 Net Present
Value61 (NPV) after two years of stove ownership equals USD 178 per respondent, and
is positive for > 99 percent of respondents.62 Given the low levels of baseline consumption
among respondents (and assuming concavity of u(x)), the marginal utility from these savings
is likely to be large. When asked how they spent their charcoal savings, 53 percent of
respondents report buying more food, 23 percent report paying school fees, and 15 percent
report buying household items such as soap or clothes.

58The IHS is defined as: sinh−1(x) = log(x+ (x2 + 1)1/2).
59Table A2 confirms that the results are similar when dropping the zeros and using the natural logarithmic

transformation instead of the IHS transformation.
60The 10th, 50th, and 90th percentiles of these savings are equivalent to 3.6, 9.1, and 21.2 percent of

respondent income, respectively.
61We define NPVi =

[∑T
t=1D(t)ψit

]
− PE , where D(t) = δt and ψit = γŝi as in Equation 2. We

use δ = 0.9 annualized, PE = 40 USD, γ = 0.39 savings as estimated above, and with ŝi equal to each
respondent’s post-adoption counterfactual charcoal spending, over T = 104 weeks post-adoption.

62Figure A11 displays the full distribution of NPV across all respondents.
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Our empirical estimate aligns closely with ex-ante engineering predictions. The stove
manufacturers63 previously estimated that the efficiency gain from the Jikokoa stove is 43–45
percent relative to a traditional Kenyan stove. Our point estimate is a 39 percent reduction
with a 95 percent confidence interval of (30, 48). We therefore cannot rule out that the
engineering estimates accurately predict realized savings. This is in contrast to extensive
existing empirical work evaluating energy efficiency investments finding realized savings lack-
ing when compared to engineering estimates (see Fowlie et al. (2018), Burlig et al. (2019),
Allcott and Greenstone (2017), and Gillingham and Palmer (2014) for examples), although
it is worth noting that much of this evidence comes from high-income settings (with the
exception of Davis et al. (2014)). The correspondence between the engineering estimates
and our empirical findings may be due to the limited scope for rebound in this setting,64 the
homogeneity of the technology, and the simplicity of its implementation.65

Relative to a retail price of USD 40, these savings constitute an average internal rate of
return (IRR)66 of 24.7 percent per month, or 296 percent per year.67 This is larger than
almost all available alternatives. Indeed, for a credit constrained household the relevant
metric to inform the adoption decision is the IRR relative to available alternatives. Table 3
places this estimate in the context of the existing literature.

[ Table 3 ]

The IRR on the energy efficient cookstove is an order of magnitude larger the IRR of
most relevant alternative investments that are available to respondents in the domains of
enterprise, agriculture, and education. Recent papers in the U.S. have even found negative
IRR for such household investments.

5.2 Under-adoption is large

As in Equation 2, a, risk-neutral agent facing no credit constraints68 or other market failures,
and with no behavioral biases will have a maximum WTP of p∗ =

∑T
t=1D(t)ψ̂it, where ψ̂it

corresponds to the stove benefits described in Section 3. In other words, a rational household
63This research was implemented in conjunction with the Berkeley Air Monitoring Group and the Univer-

sity of Washington.
64We discuss the rebound effect further in Section 6.6.
65Christensen et al. (2019) provide an analysis of what may drive the wedge between projected returns in

energy efficiency programs.
66The IRR corresponds to the discount rate where the Net Present Value of an investment, from time 0

to infinity (we assume 2 years of use), equals 0. Specifically, IRR equals δ such that
[∑T

t=1 δ
tψt
]
− PE = 0.

67Conversion between monthly and annualized IRR conservatively (and in line with the literature) assumes
no reinvestment.

68C̄i ≥ PE and the agent has costless access to credit.
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will be willing to pay exactly their total discounted savings. As before, let ψ̂it = γsi. To
estimate the efficient demand curve, we use γ = 39 percent as estimated in Section 5.1 and use
baseline charcoal spending as a proxy for counterfactual spending si. We conservatively limit
the time horizon to a 3-month period, as it is only within this period that our credit treatment
relaxes respondents’ credit constraints. We assume exponential discountingD(t) = δt, with δ
corresponding to an annualized discount factor of 0.9.69 We define the efficient demand curve
as Q(PE) = Pr(PE ≤ p∗), where PE is the cost of adopting the energy efficient technology
relative to the traditional technology. In other words, for any given price PE, demand Q(PE)

corresponds to the fraction of respondents for whom p∗ is at least as large as that price.
The experimental set-up provides a straightforward estimate of the demand curve for each

treatment group. Let WTPi be the maximum WTP elicited using the BDM mechanism,
and define the treatment demand curves analogously. Figure 5 displays the efficient demand
curve for all respondents, as well as the histogram of WTP and the demand curve for the
pure control group. The difference between the efficient demand curve and the pure control
demand curve quantifies under-adoption.

[ Figure 5 ]

Any reduction in the wedge between the two demand curves caused by a treatment
addressing a particular constraint or bias can be interpreted as that particular constraint or
bias’ contribution to the under-adoption gap.

5.3 Credit doubles WTP, attention has no impact on savings

Access to credit increases WTP by USD 12.61, or 104 percent relative to the control group.
In fact, credit alone appears to be sufficient to fully close the energy efficiency gap.

We precisely estimate that the attention to benefits treatment has zero impact on WTP
across the entire distribution.70,71 It appears that once respondents have access to credit,
they make efficient adoption decisions in the aggregate. In the context of the model, this
implies that Prediction 1 holds while Prediction 2 does not hold. Figure 6 presents these
results graphically and Column (1) of Table 4 below presents the regression coefficients.72

[ Figure 6 ]
69Figure A12 confirms that the results are robust for δ = 0.5 and δ = 1 (no discounting), largely because

of the short time horizon.
70Given that our attention to benefits treatment was designed in part to address concentration bias, it

is reassuring that we also do not find any evidence of concentration bias in costs. We discuss this more in
Section 5.4 below.

71We rule out an effect larger than USD 1.70.
72Table A3 in the appendix provides a full breakdown of primary treatment effects.
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The WTP of agents exhibiting risk aversion is on average USD 2 lower than agents who
do not. We find that the effect of credit is stable across people who are risk averse and
people that are not, suggesting risk aversion does not drive the impact of credit. This would
be the case if, for example, the credit we provide had lower associated risks than alternative
sources of credit normally available to respondents, for example due to the relatively low
penalties associated with default. We discuss this more in Section 5.8.

We do not find statistically significant heterogeneity in control WTP nor the impact of
any of the treatments on WTP by baseline socioeconomic characteristics such as charcoal
spending, income, baseline credit constraints, household size, education, or math ability.
Figure A13 shows that there is no relationship between WTP and stove benefits, whether
expected or realized. This does not change with access to credit.

5.4 The psychology of credit

In addition to relaxing credit constraints, credit changes the structure of costs. It reduces
the cost incurred in any single period, and it postpones when these costs are incurred. We
argue that it is therefore possible that credit works in part through psychological channels.

We test three potential psychological mechanisms: concentration bias, present bias, and
inattention to future costs. We find meaningful impacts in line with theory: WTP is lower,
and the impact of credit is larger, among agents exhibiting time inconsistency, and this
effect is in part driven by inattention to future costs. In line with the null effect of the
attention to benefits treatment discussed above, which operated in part through the channel
of concentration bias, we do not find any evidence of concentration bias.

5.4.1 Inattention-driven myopia

Next we consider how myopia affects adoption and the impact of credit. The model predicts
that the impact of credit will be smaller among agents that are encouraged to pay attention
to future costs. Column (2) of Table 4 presents the results. As per the model’s prediction,
attention to costs causes the impact of credit to decrease by USD 3.84. This is relative to
an impact of credit on WTP of USD 12.62 on agents in the control group. According to
these estimates, inattention contributes around 30 percent of the total impact of credit. The
channel of inattention to future costs is meaningful: the large impact of credit is in part
driven by inattentiveness to costs when these are incurred in the future.

To support these results, we investigate how time-inconsistency affects adoption. Theory
predicts that for time-inconsistent agents, WTP in the absence of credit will lower (since
agents are less willing to forego utility today to increase utility in the future), but the im-
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pact of credit on WTP will be greater (since agents are now able to access future streams of
utility to inform their decisions today). To investigate this we employ our measure of time-
inconsistency elicited through the effort task allocation exercise that builds on Augenblick
et al. (2015) (see Section 4.5 for more detail). We define agents who choose to postpone ad-
ditional tasks during their second round of decision-making as exhibiting time-inconsistency
using a dummy variable.73 Column (3) presents the results. We find that WTP is on av-
erage USD 2.51 lower, and the impact of access to credit is USD 3.12 larger, among agents
exhibiting time-inconsistency.

[ Table 4 ]

One concern is that time-inconsistency may reflect underlying preferences, such as present
bias or changing marginal utilities, rather than inattention to future costs. To investigate
this channel, table A4 presents the above regression separately for respondents that exhibit
time-inconsistency and those that do not. we interact the credit treatment with the attention
to costs treatment. To the degree that the time-inconsistency we observe in the effort tasks
is due to inattention to the future rather than true time preferences such as present bias, it is
reassuring that the effects of inattention to future costs are concentrated among individuals
who behave in a time-inconsistent manner as measured through the independent effort task
allocation exercise. The interaction of attention and credit is large (-4.78) and statistically
significant for respondents that exhibit time-inconsistency, but small (-2.35) and statistically
indistinguishable from zero for respondents that do not. This suggests time-inconsistency
may be in part driven by inattention to the future rather than time preferences.

5.4.2 Concentration Bias

We test for concentration bias (Koszegi and Szeidl 2013, Dertwinkel-Kalt et al. 2019) by
comparing WTP for weekly and monthly loan deadlines. Our two credit treatments differ in
the number payments across which the total cost is dispersed. For weekly deadlines N = 12,
while for monthly deadlines N = 3. Applying Prediction 3 of the model (∂p

∗

∂N
> 0), WTP

would be higher with weekly deadlines if agents exhibited concentration bias.
Figure 7 displays the demand curves respondents in the credit treatment group paying

with monthly and weekly deadlines separately. Respondents paying with weekly deadlines
are willing to pay on average USD 1.24 more for the stove. While this effect is consistent
with theory, it is small and not statistically significant. This suggests concentration bias is
not at play in a meaningful way, and respondents are largely able to correctly perceive the

73Through this exercise, 57 percent of respondents were identified as exhibiting time-inconsistency.
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size of costs, regardless of how these are presented to them. Table A5 presents regression
coefficients.

[ Figure 7 ]

Fewer than 12 percent of respondents in the monthly treatment who adopted the stove
chose to switch to the weekly treatment group, indicating that respondents do not appear
to have a preference for commitment.

5.5 Robustness checks

This section presents results to several tests to determine if these results are robust to a range
of threats to identification. First, we confirm that systematic attrition across the three visits
does not meaningfully affect our SMS or endline results. Second, we demonstrate that effects
are constant across long periods of time. Third, we explore whether risk aversion and the
limited liability of the loans we provide affect take-up. We then rule out the presence of
a rebound effects. Finally, we discuss the possibility that stove adoption may be welfare
reducing due to hidden attributes or by displacing more profitable investments.

5.6 Attrition

One concern for identification is that selective attrition, for example by treatment status or
other socio-economic characteristics, might bias results. We test for attrition and do not find
meaningful variation.

We first test for attrition across the three in-person survey rounds. Of the 1,018 respon-
dents that were enrolled during visit 1, we completed a visit 2 survey with 962 respondents
(95 percent) and a visit 3 survey with 931 respondents (91 percent). Table A6 confirms that
attrition is balanced across all three treatments and for most socioeconomic characteristics
collected at baseline.74

Next, we test for attrition in the recurring SMS survey.Out of 962 respondents that
completed a visit 2 survey, 838 respondents (87 percent) responded correctly75 to at least

74Attrition is balanced across the treatment groups and BDM prices. It is slightly higher among people
who are younger and people with lower charcoal expenditures, but is balanced for all other socioeconomic
characteristics.

75 An SMS qualifies as correct if it reasonably identifies the financial cost of charcoal purchased in the past
3 days. Messages that do not count as correct include messages that refer to actual quantities of charcoal
(e.g. ‘1 KG’ or ‘2 tins’); messages that do not include an amount (e.g. casual comments about the weather);
messages that refer to credit payments or stove costs rather than charcoal spending; quantities below USD
0.10 (these are assumed to be typographical errors); or any SMS beyond a maximum of 1 SMS per day (in
which case only the last correct SMS of the day qualifies).
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one SMS over the course of the study. Among those 838 respondents, we received correct
responses to 44 percent of the post-adoption charcoal SMSes. Table A6 tests whether baseline
socioeconomic characteristics predict attrition from the SMS survey (defined as responding to
fewer than the median number of SMSes) and confirms that they do not. Figure 8 displays
attrition in our SMS survey among the 838 respondents in the two months after visit 2
across four dimensions: stove adoption, attention treatment assignment, credit treatment
assignment, and BDM price. There does not appear to be differential attrition across any of
these dimensions.

[ Figure 8 ]

The composition of responsive participants varies across SMS cycles. Some participants
responded to many SMSes while others responded to only a few. Figure A14 presents a
histogram of the number of SMSes each respondent correctly responded to during the first
48 days (16 3-day SMS cycles) after visit 2. Out of 962 respondents who completed visit 2,
124 (13 percent) did not respond to any SMSes in this period. 446 respondents (46 percent)
responded to at least half of all SMSes. The results are robust to running each regression at
the individual level, with average spending across all SMSes on the left hand side.

5.7 Long-term impacts

One concern that has impacted the efficacy of prior cookstove technologies is that usage
of the technology, and therefore its benefits, may decline over time, for example because
the technology breaks or is poorly maintained or because users slowly learn about negative
attributes and substitute into alternative technologies. The primary results in this paper
only contain data for the first two months after adoption. Figure 4 in Section 5 indicates
that savings are constant within this period, which is reassuring. However, existing evidence
suggests that usage of modern cookstove technologies frequently declines beyond the initial
two months (Pillarisetti et al. 2014; Duflo et al. 2011).

To test this we exploit the results to a pilot RCT we launched in February 2018 with
154 low-income residents of the Kibera area in Nairobi (see Berkouwer and Dean (2018)
for more details on this pilot). Respondents in that study were similar in terms of their
socioeconomic status. Participants had to spend at least USD 3 per week on charcoal for
a traditional charcoal cookstove to qualify participation. The average respondent earned
an income of USD 35 per week and spent USD 3.50 per week on charcoal expenditures.
Furthermore, the RCT included many of the same features, including a BDM mechanism to
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elicit WTP and randomize stove adoption.76 We completed an 18-month long-term follow-
up SMS survey with these respondents in July-August 2019.77 The results are presented in
Table 5.

[ Table 5 ]

18 months after adoption, the stove continues to cause a reduction in charcoal spending
USD 2.82, corresponding to 45 percent (59 log points) relative to the control group. These
results correspond closely to the short-term results presented in Table 3 in Section 5, which
estimates savings of USD 2.28 per week, a 39 percent decrease in charcoal consumption
relative to the control group. This supports our assumption that savings remain constant
over the long-term.

This improvement on previous cookstove technologies is likely attributable to the fact
that the Jikokoa is incredibly easy to use and requires no learning. It does not require
any behavioral change, which is what frequently caused changes in behavior and usage over
time among modern cookstoves that have been studied in the past. It is more durable than
traditional stoves, and on the rare occasion that the stove breaks down, adopters have access
to free repair services provided in low-income areas across Nairobi.

5.8 Risk aversion and default

If agents exhibit risk aversion, uncertainty can lower technology adoption (Oliva et al. 2019).
Column (1) of Table 6 demonstrates that people who are risk averse have lower WTP on av-
erage. To isolate the effect of risk preferences, this regression controls for most socioeconomic
characteristics, including income and baseline savings.

The risk of adoption faced by households in the credit treatments of our study may be
less than what they would face in a real-life market setting. Participants in our study do not
face any financial or other penalties for delays of payments, other than having to return the
stove if they cannot continue the payments.78 It is therefore possible that our particular type

76The average random price was USD 23.45 and the average WTP elicited through the BDM was USD
15, resulting in adoption of the stove by 46 out of 154 respondents (all respondents were required to pay up
front).

77Field officers were able to contact 115 respondents (75 percent of the sample) for the 18-month endline.
78 This is referred to as a new-asset collateralized loan in Carney et al. (2018). They find that participants

in Kenya are willing to pay more for assets that are collateralized with the new asset than with an existing
asset, and attribute this to an endowment effect (the agent does not yet experience an endowment effect
prior to adoption of the new asset). Once agents have adopted, the agent’s reference point changes and
repayment increases as the endowment effect now applies tot he new asset. Their predictions line up well
with what we observe. A more detailed exploration of whether endowment affects adoption and repayment
rates in our context is beyond the scope of this paper.
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of credit is attractive to respondents who are risk averse, who would otherwise worry about
the penalties for default with regular loans. The risk aversion task measures willingness to
engage in a risky investment. If this mechanism is important, we would expect the impact of
credit on WTP to be larger for individuals we identify as being risk averse. Instead, Column
(2) of Table 6 indicates that there is no greater response to credit from individuals who are
risk averse. This suggests this channel is not large.

Similarly, it is possible that an individual in one of the credit treatment groups strategi-
cally bids a WTP greater than their true WTP under the assumption that they can default
on their loan payments without any binding repercussions if payments turn out to be un-
sustainable. This would cause an increase in adoption rates for respondents for whom the
probability is larger that they are unable to complete their payments. This theory therefore
predicts high default rates. To rule out this channel as a mechanism we study repayment
rates. While respondents are free to choose the frequency and amount of each payment, they
are required to meet cumulative minimums by the relevant deadlines. Respondents that miss
a deadline are reminded via repeated SMSes in the following days. Most respondents re-
spond to these SMSes and pay within 3 days of their official deadlines.79 As of 11 July
2019,80 more than 90 percent of study participants who adopted the stove and are paying
for it with credit generally reached the minimum required amount within one week of their
most recent deadlines. Figure A15 shows repayment rates. 70 percent of respondents were
on track at least 80 percent of the time and 82 percent of respondents were on track at least
half the time. Repayment rates are generally high, and strategic default therefore likely does
not drive adoption. On the other hand, default rates are high enough to warrant concern
among potential lenders, and this may explain why access to credit is generally limited and
costly in this context.

A respondent’s average belief about the durability of the stove (measured in expected
years of operation) statistically predicts WTP, however this effect is economically small.
This may be because the cookstove is well-known in Nairobi. As of June 2019 the company
had sold more than 600,000 stoves in East Africa—they are the largest stove manufacturer
in the region. More than 98 percent of respondents knew of the stove prior to the study.
However, existing customers had on average higher socio-economic status. According to two
proprietary studies of a random sample of customers completed by a third-party consultant

79If after 6 days a respondent has not met their minimum cumulative requirement, our field manager will
call the respondent on the phone. If by day 7 the respondent has still not paid the required amount, the
field manager will visit the respondent and reclaim the stove. This has happened for 3 respondents so far.
In all 3 cases, the respondent faced an unexpected income or health shock and could no longer make their
payments.

80Data collection and loan repayment is ongoing, and we expect to update these numbers.
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on behalf of the cookstove company, 12 percent of recent adopters live below the Kenyan
poverty line (USD 3.10 per person per day), while 88 percent of our respondents do.

Diffusion may play an important role in reconciling our findings with prior research finding
low adoption of profitable technologies. In his seminal work, Rogers (1962) separates the
diffusion of a technology into five categories of adopters: (1) innovators, (2) early adopters,
(3) early majority, (4) late majority, and (5) laggards. 84 percent of existing cookstove
adopters reported liking ‘being the first among friends to buy [a new product]’, suggesting they
are among the innovators or early adopters. In other words, the cookstove has penetrated
the market for cookstoves among middle- and higher-income Kenyans who did not require
credit to purchase the stove,81 demonstrating that the quality is high and risks from adoption
are low. This reduces the risk and increases the attractiveness of the stove as a signal for
socioeconomic status. But reaching this majority market segment, or ‘crossing the chasm’
(Moore 1991) by enabling the majority of households to adopt the technology, will require
addressing the market failures that prevent them from doing so.

6 Welfare implications

In this section we generate an estimate of aggregate welfare effects. We first argue that
WTP, which is often used to infer welfare gains, cannot be interpreted in this way in this
context because of the large credit constraints. Instead, we enumerate and compute ag-
gregate private and social benefits for the most plausible channels. The most significant
benefits from two years of ownership82 consist of avoided environmental damages in terms
of greenhouse gas emissions (USD 207), financial savings (USD 214), time savings (USD
231), and improvements in health outcomes. We exclude health benefits from the aggregate
monetary equivalent calculations because these are difficult to quantify for reasons discussed
in Section 6.3. Table 7 provides an overview of the impact of adoption on non-financial
outcomes.

[ Table 7 ]

We define ‘private benefits’ to be the discounted sum of financial savings and time savings.
This equals USD 444. Finally, we define ‘total benefits’ to be the total discounted sum of
private benefits and reductions in environmental externalities. The sum of these equals USD
651. Both of these sums vastly outweighs the retail cost of USD 40, suggesting a significant
welfare gain to our participants. We rule out two primary concerns commonly associated with

8169 percent of existing customers reported buying the stove in cash, without access to credit.
82All welfare calculations are discounted at δ = 0.9 annualized.
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identifying welfare improvements in this context: the presence of welfare-reducing attributes
and energy rebound effects.

Finally, we perform a back-of-the-envelope calculation to quantify the Marginal Value of
Public Funds (MVPF), or the total welfare gains in USD generated from every 1 USD of
government spending if the government were to implement a subsidy program for the efficient
stoves. We estimate that, for a policymaker who is solely interested in poverty reduction
and therefore only cares about private benefits, the MVPF is USD 13. When factoring in
the avoided environmental damages, the MVPF increases to USD 19.

6.1 The policy interpretation of willingness-to-pay

Policy-makers and researchers often infer welfare gains of a product or intervention from
beneficiary willingness-to-pay (WTP) in order to design optimal policy. For example, in the
context of environmental and health economics, WTP is often used to value environmental
attributes or individual health outcomes. In public finance, Hendren and Sprung-Keyser
(2019) define the MVPF as the ratio of marginal benefits to the net marginal cost to the
government, with benefits “measured as their willingness to pay.”83

However, market frictions may create a wedge between WTP and ability-to-pay (ATP),
which is what is generally observed or elicited when subjects face their usual constraints,
either in the real world or during field experiments. Given that ATP is constrained WTP,
revealed preference methods may underestimate realized welfare gains. This has meaningful
implications for the validity of revealed preference and other methodologies in low-income
settings: in the context of large credit constraints, the welfare implications of stove adoption
cannot be inferred from WTP.84

6.2 Environmental externalities

Under-adoption of energy efficient charcoal stoves causes significant negative externalities
that contribute to global climate change. Woodfuels comprise 9 percent of global primary
energy consumption. Current global production and use of firewood and charcoal emit
between 1–2.4 gigatons of CO2-equivalent greenhouse gases (CO2e)85 annually, which is 2–7

83We discuss the MVPF further in Section 6.7.
84For example, Banerjee (1997) discusses how credit constraints can increase the gap between WTP and

ATP and exacerbate red tape in the context of government bureaucracy.
85This includes emissions produced during the production of charcoal and during end-use combustion as

per commercial practices common in Kenya. It includes CO2 as well as other greenhouse gases (such as CO,
CH4 and N2) converted to their CO2-equivalent in global warming potential. It also incorporates significant
deforestation associated with charcoal production in Kenya. We conservatively use the lower bound of this
range.
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percent of global anthropogenic emissions. 1.9 billion m3 (50 percent) of all wood extracted
from forests worldwide in 2015 was used as fuelwood or charcoal, including 90 percent of
wood extracted in Africa (FAO 2017). Kenya in particular is expected to lose 65 percent of
its forest cover to charcoal production and use by 2030 (Onekon and Kipchirchir 2016).

Respondents in our sample report spending on average USD 5.59 on charcoal each week,
or USD 290.71 per year. Throughout this project the price of charcoal in the study neigh-
borhoods in Nairobi was around USD 0.30 per 1 KG of charcoal.86 Each respondent then
consumes an average of 969 KG per year. The 39 percent reduction caused by the adoption
of each energy efficient stove thus saves 758 KG over the course of two years of ownership.

The Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (2017) estimates that each
KG of charcoal burned by a household in Kenya emits between 7.2-9.0 KG of CO2e. The
EPA’s estimate for the 2020 social cost of a metric ton of CO2 is USD 42 (U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency 2016).87 Adoption of a stove then corresponds to on average a reduction
of 5.5 metric tons of CO2e, valued at USD 207 over the course of two years.

6.3 Impacts on health and WTP for health

Column (2) of Table 7 suggests stove adoption causes significant improvements in self-
reported health.88 Adoption of the stove causes a 0.56 standard deviation improvement
in health. While health is self-reported and therefore subject to experimenter demand or
Hawthorne effects, the fact that it is strongly correlated with independently measured char-
coal usage (in KG) in Column (4) is reassuring. Respondents who use more charcoal on
average report more respiratory symptoms.

These health benefits and high take-up rates (after relaxing credit constraints) stand in
contrast to a large literature that generally finds that demand for improved cookstoves is
low and inelastic to messaging around the potential health benefits. (Pattanayak et al. 2019;
Mobarak et al. 2012; Hanna et al. 2016; Levine et al. 2018; Burwen and Levine 2012). One
way to reconcile these results is to assess whether the potential health benefits affected our
respondents’ take-up decisions. Column (1) of Table 7 reports that households with higher
beliefs about the harms of the traditional stove and the potential health benefits of the
improved cookstove on average do not subsequently state a higher WTP during the BDM

86Field officers conducted short surveys with local charcoal sellers throughout the course of this study to
collect pricing data.

87The EPA presents a wide range of plausible estimates of the social cost of carbon, between USD 11 to
USD 220, arising from uncertainty in climate outcomes, varying discount rates, and temporally heterogeneous
damages.

88The health index consists of self-reported health and respiratory symptoms for the primary cookstove
user and any children (if applicable). The index is standardized for the control group to have a mean of 0
and a standard deviation of 1.
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elicitation,89 but households with higher beliefs about the potential financial savings of the
stove do. This rationalizes prior results in the literature: even if stoves have the potential
to meaningfully improve health, households may not be able to pay more for such a stove
due to financial constraints, prioritizing investments in technologies that generate financial
returns.

We consider whether health benefits are moderated by continued use of the traditional
stove despite adoption of the improved cookstove (also known as ‘fuel stacking’ ). Of the
511 respondents who still possessed a Jikokoa at endline,90 18 percent continue to use their
traditional stove at least once per month.91 Columns (3) and (4) test whether the impact of
adoption of the energy efficient stove on health differs by whether the respondent continues
to use their old stove. We find suggestive evidence that this is the case, but this effect
is moderated when controlling for the quantity of charcoal (in KG) a household uses each
month, which itself strongly predicts both health and continued old stove usage. Additionally,
continued use of the old stove and quantity of charcoal used were not randomly assigned.
We therefore urge caution in interpreting these results.

We refrain from quantifying health benefits. According to the World Health Organization
(2017), respiratory infections are the single largest cause of death in low-income countries,
causing millions of deaths each year, and indoor air pollution (from indoor cooking with
biomass) and malnutrition are the two biggest causes (Global Burden of Disease 2018).
However, while reduced smoke emissions and improved self-reported health outcomes suggest
health benefits may be very large, there is substantial uncertainty in the tangible health
benefits from reduced indoor air pollution, medical costs in the local context, and estimates
of value of statistical life and disability-adjusted life years. This makes it impossible to
meaningfully convert these improvements to a monetary equivalent. We therefore exclude
health benefits from our aggregate calculations below, noting only that our calculated benefits
are likely to be a lower bound on the true total.

6.4 Other non-financial attributes

In many ways, the energy efficient stove is similar to the traditional stove. Two-thirds of
respondents that adopted the energy efficient stove said they did not change which foods

89Given that the health index is normalized to a mean of 0 and a standard deviation of 1 in the control
group we can bound the impact of a standard deviation increase in health beliefs to less than a USD 0.12
increase in WTP.

90 16 people (3 percent of adopters) purchased the stove during the midline survey but no longer had it
during the endline survey. Reasons include: they gave it to a friend or family member; they are keeping it
in their rural home; they had to return it because they defaulted on their payments; it was lost in a fire.

91Many report doing so because they were afraid to switch to the energy efficient stove before fully paying
it off, suggesting this number may drop in the long term.
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they cook, and more than 71 percent said they cook the same quantity of food as before.
Nevertheless, respondents reported additional improvements through other channels. 61
percent of respondents said that food cooked with the energy efficient stove tasted slightly
or a lot better, and fewer than 1 percent said the food tasted any worse.

The energy efficient stove also generates significant time savings. Column (5) of Table 7
reports that the mean respondent reduces their time spent cooking by around one hour per
day.92 We perform a back-of-the-envelope calculation of the monetary equivalent of these
time savings. We use median earnings of USD 3 per day and we assume daily earnings
scale linearly with hours worked, starting at an 8-hour work day. We find that time savings
correspond to an additional savings of USD 0.35 per day, which represents an additional
107 percent of median financial savings from the efficient stove, almost doubling the total
benefits of the stove. Two years of stove ownership would thus contribute an additional USD
256 in discounted time savings.

Finally, to assess the potential for learning externalities, we evaluate whether households
in close geographic or social proximity to respondents in our sample currently have the
Jikokoa. Column (6) documents that we do not find any evidence of network effects in this
context, defined as an increased number of adoptions by neighbors, friends, or family of the
respondent in the month after adoption. This also serves as further evidence against the
idea that the binding constraint is information or perceptions of stove quality.

6.5 Ruling out welfare-reducing attributes

If stove adoption causes unpredictable negative impacts it is possible that providing access
to credit may be welfare-reducing. We can rule this out for several reasons. First, Appendix
Figure A16 compares WTP as measured during the BDM mechanism with stated WTP
elicited during the endline survey. We find that the relationship between WTP across these
two periods is nearly identical for respondents who adopted the stove and those who did
not. It is therefore unlikely that there is substantial learning of any welfare-reducing hidden
attributes post adoption. Second, during the endline 99 percent of stove adopters say they
recommend the stove to friends and family members, and fewer than 1 percent had ever
considered selling it, suggesting there are no hidden non-financial stove attributes that are
welfare-reducing.93 A final concern might be that by investing in the stove a household

92It is worth noting that the quantity of food cooked does not change, and this reduction in cooking
time is likely driven by a reduction in the time spent preparing and lighting the charcoal. This process is
time-consuming for traditional cookstoves.

93This question is subjective and a concern might be that respondents felt experimenter demand effect, or
an expectation to report positive experiences after having benefited from the subsidy offered by the study
team. To limit such a channel, field officers repeatedly informed the respondent that they were part of a
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may forego an alternative investment with a higher internal rate of return. Table 3 discusses
existing estimates from the literature of alternative investments that are likely to be available
to this population, including investments in healthcare and enterprises. We find very limited
evidence that more profitable alternative investments exist.

6.6 Ruling out a rebound effect

Originally documented in Jevons (1866), the rebound effect refers to a phenomenon in tech-
nological progress whereby improvements in production efficiency designed to reduce usage
of an input are partly offset by increased usage. At an extreme, the offset might be so large
that the efficiency gain increases usage of the input - this is often referred to as the Jevons
paradox. A large literature in energy economics documents the existence of a rebound effect
in energy efficiency adoption (Borenstein 2015; Gillingham et al. 2015; Chan and Gillingham
2015), where individuals increase usage of an appliance after adoption of an energy efficient
version of that appliance. This is often due to either an income effect (individuals use savings
generated from the investment to use the appliance more) or a substitution effect (usage of
the appliance is now relatively cheaper). The presence of a rebound effect would complicate
the interpretation of the causal effect we identify. Increased usage can reduce the net savings
generated from the adoption of the energy efficient technology, but it may also increase util-
ity derived from the technology, which must be quantified in order to understand the welfare
implications.

We can rule out the presence of a rebound effect in our context for two reasons. First,
more than 71 percent of respondents who adopted the energy efficient stove report that the
amount of food that they cook has stayed the same since they adopted the stove, with 23
percent stating that this amount has “increased slightly.”94 Qualitatively this suggests that
the rebound effect is unlikely to be large. This may be attributable to the fact that time
spent cooking is generally an inelastic good. A regression of log of time spent cooking on log
of income yields a coefficient that is not statistically significant from zero and rules out an
elasticity greater than 0.14.

Second, the presence of a rebound effect would generate a wedge between between en-
gineering estimates of energy efficiency and realized energy efficiency gains from individual
adoption. The stove manufacturers in conjunction with the Berkeley Air Monitoring Group
and the University of Washington previously estimated that the reduction in charcoal re-

university research team, that they were working entirely independently from the cookstove company, and
that their responses would remain anonymous.

94This conservatively represents an upper bound on the rebound effect for time spent cooking, since time
spent cooking does not scale linearly with the quantity of food cooked.
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quired to reach and maintain equivalent temperatures when using the Jikokoa stove is 43—45
percent of a traditional Kenyan stove. Our point estimate, which factor in human behavior,
is a 39 percent reduction with a 95 percent confidence interval of (30, 48). We therefore
cannot rule out that the engineering estimates line up with realized savings.

6.7 Marginal value of public funds (MVPF)

In our study setting, credit constraints are large, there is relatively low variation in charcoal
usage across respondents,95 and the cost of adoption is less than the reduction in environ-
mental externalities for the vast majority of respondents. For this reason, the subsidy will
be significantly more effective than the tax in this setting, and for the remainder of this
discussion we focus solely on the subsidy. We perform a back-of-the-envelope96 calcula-
tion to evaluate the costs and benefits of a government subsidy for energy efficient charcoal
cookstoves.

In a recent influential paper studying the effectiveness of government expenditures in the
context of public finance, Hendren and Sprung-Keyser (2019) define the Marginal Value of
Public Funds (MVPF) as the ratio of marginal benefits to the net marginal cost to the gov-
ernment. As discussed above, the average total private benefits from two years of ownership
equal USD 444. The average total benefits, which consists of private benefits and avoided
environmental damages, equal USD 651. We use the demand curve for the credit control
group elicited through the BDM mechanism to account for inframarginal participation.97 In
particular, 99 percent of adopters under a USD 30 subsidy are inframarginal participants.
Finally, we use a marginal cost of public funds (MCF) of 1.13 as estimated in Auriol and
Warlters (2005).

These parameters yield a MVPF of USD 13 when considering private benefits alone. Sub-
sidies for the energy efficient stove are a highly effective policy tool even for policy makers
that are solely concerned with poverty reduction. When also factoring in reductions in nega-
tive externalities such as the contribution of charcoal use to climate change, the MVPF rises
to USD 19. Table 7 presents additional estimates of the MVPF under various assumptions of
the social cost of carbon, the value of time benefits, and the rate of inframarginal adoption.

9587 percent of respondents purchase between USD 3–7 of charcoal each week.
96In particular, we assume homogeneity in costs and benefits across respondents. This is a realistic

assumption for the cost of production. It is not necessarily a realistic assumption for the benefits, since
usage is heterogeneous, but the result will still be a reasonable approximation of the true MVPF.

97Some subsidies my be paid to participants that would have purchased the stove even without the subsidy.
See Boomhower and W.Davis (2014) for a more formal treatment of inframarginal participation in energy
subsidy programs.
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7 Policy implications: Pigovian taxation of externalities

under credit constraints

In this section we explore potential policy solutions that can reduce environmental external-
ities in the context of large credit constraints. Section 6 shows that the potential for this is
significant: each cookstove generates on average USD 207 worth of greenhouse gas emissions
reductions.

Low-income country governments are increasingly adopting carbon taxes as a tool to
reduce emissions of greenhouse gases and local environmental pollutants. South Africa,
Chile, and Mexico have all enacted a carbon tax since 2014, each covering at least 40 percent
of greenhouse gas emissions (World Bank Group 2018). A common concern is that costs will
likely be passed through to increase electricity and gasoline prices and disproportionately
burden the poor. This has motivated a growing equity-efficiency debate. However, given
large credit constraints in these contexts, we argue that in addition to any equity concerns,
these tools may not even achieve the intended abatement.

Market failures can constrain policymakers to adopting second-best policies that achieve
lower welfare (Fullerton and Wolverton 2005; Knittel and Sandler 2018). An extensive
literature studies second-best regulation of environmental externalities in the presence of
market failures and other constraints—including, for example, market power (Baumol 1972;
Fowlie et al. 2016), principal-agent misalignment (Blonz 2019; Myers 2015; Davis 2012),
technological or administrative feasibility (Sallee 2019), and political constraints (Meckling
et al. 2017; Jenkins 2014; Goulder and Parry 2008; Fullerton 1997). Allcott et al. (2015) in
particular investigate how heterogeneous market failures such as credit constraints impact
the targeting of energy efficiency subsidies.

The energy efficient technology in this paper is profitable and salient but credit constraints
prohibit adoption for most agents. The policymaker therefore must address two separate
market failures, negative environmental externalities and credit market failures,98 using two
policy instruments: a tax t on the energy input and a subsidy s on the energy efficient
technology.99 However, there is little evidence on how these might interact.100 In particular:

98In this context, the market failures that exacerbate credit constraints could be caused by, for example,
information asymmetry (a credit provider may not be able to distinguish reliable customers from likely
defaulters) or moral hazard (agents taking on risky technologies if they are unable to provide collateral such
that the cost of default is low). We are agnostic as to the source of the market failures but we assume here
that the policymaker is unable to improve credit markets directly.

99In practice, policymakers have implemented a wide range of energy efficiency policies, including for
example efficiency standards or bans on inefficient technologies. We argue that these are generally infeasible
in the context we study for institutional reasons.

100This may be due to the fact that in most high-income countries, the cost of the energy efficient technology
PE is generally well below most people’s credit constraints C̄. For example, Allcott and Greenstone (2012)
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how do credit constraints affect optimal regulation of negative environmental externalities?
We begin by evaluating the efficient case without credit constraints. Consider an agent

using an energy-intensive durable and a policymaker looking to curb negative environmental
externalities generated through usage of the energy input.101 Each agent i has a fixed and
perfectly inelastic102 utilization mi of the durable and quasi-linear utility. They decide103

whether to adopt an inefficient (I) version of the energy consuming durable, or an efficient
version (E) with premium PE.104 Let ε denote the efficiency gain in producing a unit of
utilization using the energy efficient technology relative to the inefficient technology (in our
estimates, ε = 39%). The energy input has a fixed, exogenous price p per unit.105 Conditional
on adopting technology j the agent’s utility is fixed, as follows:

UI(m) = u(m)−m(p+ t)

UE(m) = u(m)− (1− ε)m(p+ t)− (PE − s)

The agent thus will adopt the energy efficient technology E if the fuel savings exceed the
cost of adoption:106

PE − s < εm(p+ t)

Note that the agent ignores their externality φ.107 The social planner, on the other hand,
considers the externality φ. Assuming full revenue recycling of t and s, the planner’s social
welfare function is given by the sum of welfare across individuals that choose to adopt (i ∈ E)

state, “Credit constraints are a frequently discussed investment inefficiency. Although we note the issue in
theory, there is not much empirical evidence in the context of energy efficiency, so we will not discuss it
further.”

101Assume the relationship between usage of the energy input (e.g. charcoal) and the underlying emitting
good (e.g. carbon) is fixed.

102This is a reasonable assumption in the context of many energy consuming durables, including for example
cookstoves, refrigerators, and lightbulbs. Empirically, households largely do not change the hours of use of
these appliances as a result of electricity costs. Demand for utilization of the cookstove (cooking time) in
our sample is almost entirely inelastic with respect to both stove adoption and income. See Section 6.6 for
a longer discussion of the rebound effect.

103We consider a single decision point, but the model could be extended to consider dynamic decisions in
order to account for option value in the case of uncertainty about technology costs or fuel prices.

104We normalize PI = 0 so that PE is cost of switching to E (i.e. cost of Jikokoa minus cost of jiko). In
our setting, PE = 40 while PI = 3 for the median respondent, so this is a reasonable approximation. We
assume perfectly elastic supply of stoves at PE .

105In reality, price p fluctuates over time and is generally uncertain over future periods. This model can
be extended to incorporate uncertainty and accommodate for example risk aversion or option value in a
dynamic setting.

106The total energy savings, represented by m(p+ t), are represented by
∑T
t=1 ψt in Section 3.

107This is correct up to an approximation: any one individual’s contribution to climate change has negligible
impacts on their own welfare.
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and individuals that do not:

W (t, s) =
∑
i∈E

[u(mi)− emi(p+ φ)− PE] +
∑
i/∈E

[u(mi)−mi(p+ φ)]

In a first-best world, the efficient solution for the social planner is to set a Pigovian tax
t on the emitting good equivalent to the negative environmental externality φ (Pigou 1920):
t∗ = φ. Any technology subsidy would be distortionary: s∗ = 0.

We argue that under credit constraints, and with inelastic demand for the energy con-
suming technology, a positive technology subsidy (0 < s) and a positive tax that is less
than the Pigovian level (0 < t < φ) together will address environmental externalities more
efficiently than Pigovian taxation alone.

The intuition for this is straightforward. Consider the impact of a tax t = φ. An agent
facing binding credit constraints cannot respond optimally to the incentives generated by
the tax. However, by lowering the cost of the energy efficient technology in any given period,
a subsidy acts like credit and can induce this agent to adopt—a subsidy effectively targets
credit constrained agents. In particular:

(1) Suppose t > φ. For any agent marginal to this tax relative to a tax t =

φ, the marginal cost of adoption must exceed the marginal environmental
damages avoided. Their adoption is thus welfare-reducing. Thus, t∗ ≤ φ.

(2) Suppose s ≤ 0. Given that t∗ ≤ φ and that binding credit constraints
must necessarily lower adoption, there will be agents for whom the social
benefits of adoption exceed the costs but who are unable to adopt due
to credit constraints. The inefficiency from infra-marginal participation is
second-order relative to the efficiency gain from increasing adoption among
agents with high utilization but binding credit constraints. Thus, there
exists κ > 0 such that W (t, s = κ) > W (t, s = 0). Thus, s∗ > 0.

(3) Given s∗ > 0, a tax t = φ will cause over-adoption. Hence, t∗ < φ.

(4) Suppose t = 0. A subsidy s∗ > 0 will not target the externality φ and
may therefore induce adoption among agents with lower utilization. This
will not provide the environmental gains that would be generated if high-
utilization agents adopted the stove. A larger subsidy will therefore induce
adoption among agents who are not credit constrained but for whom the
cost of adoption exceeds total social benefits, lowering welfare. Thus, t∗ > 0.

Thus, the optimal policy is a combination of a positive subsidy 0 < s∗ and a positive tax
that is less than the damages, 0 < t∗ < φ. The relative size of t and s will depend on the size
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of the environmental externality φ and the extent to which the credit market failure affects
adoption.

In addition, the relative sizes of s∗, t∗ will depend on the correlation between usage mi

and the credit constraint C̄i. If agents with tighter credit constraints are more likely to have
higher utilization,108 then the subsidy will still target agents with higher utilization, and the
distortion will be lower. On the other hand, if agents with tighter credit constraints have
lower utilization,109 then the subsidy will target agents with lower utilization, creating a
larger distortion. The degree to which a subsidy is more efficient than a tax will therefore
depend on the degree to which the subsidy induces noisy targeting. This is determined by
the correlation between mi and C̄i.

More broadly, we argue that environmental policy must be adapted to local context.
Little is known about how Pigovian taxation and other key theoretical results from environ-
mental economics affect welfare empirically in low-income contexts. More research is needed
to understand the particular market failures at play and to develop environmental policies
that are optimal in the local context.

8 Conclusion

In an efficient market, a rational and time-consistent agent will adopt a technology as long
as its marginal benefit exceeds its marginal cost. We observe a setting where marginal
benefits greatly exceed the marginal cost of adoption for > 99 percent of agents. Is this
under-adoption caused by agents making errors in their adoption decisions? Or, do they
face external constraints that prevent them from adopting?

We study this question in the context of an energy efficient household technology in
Nairobi, Kenya. We estimate that the technology reduces household charcoal spending by
39 percent, saving the average household USD 119 per year, which corresponds to on average
one month of household income. At a retail price of USD 40, this corresponds to an IRR of
300 percent per year. We identify significant under-adoption: despite these large benefits,
participants in our control group are only willing to pay USD 12 for the stove.

Access to credit more than doubles WTP for the stove. Qualitative evidence suggests
that the gains in well-being from stove savings are significant. More than 60 percent of
respondents report using the savings for critical household expenditures such as food items
and child school fees. This means governments looking to reduce poverty by increasing

108For example, a low-income family may have lower credit limits and also eat more meals at home rather
than in restaurants, or have less insulation in the home thus requiring more heating, and therefore have
higher m.

109For example, a low-income family consumes less and therefore uses their appliances less.
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household adoption of profitable technologies may find that addressing market failures in
the credit sector can provide tangible opportunities for welfare gains for poor households.

On the other hand, we do not find that attention to benefits has any significant direct
impact on WTP. This is in contrast to many papers in the energy literature as well as the de-
velopment literature that would predict significant behavioral biases, particularly for energy
efficiency adoption decisions among this low-income population. Individuals already pay
attention to the costs and benefits reasonably accurately and attentively, and are making
decisions accordingly. This departure from previous literature may be due to the fact that
the decision at play has high financial consequences: the median respondent saves one month
of income. There is modest evidence in the literature that when stakes are higher, cognitive
performance among the poor improves (Fehr et al. 2019). It may also be that energy expen-
ditures are easier to track when inputs and outputs are perfectly correlated—charcoal usage
is relatively easy to track when its sole usage is for charcoal cookstoves. This is analogous to
gasoline usage to power a vehicle, and may explain why our findings align with prior evidence
showing households correctly evaluate costs against future gas prices when deciding whether
to purchase a more energy efficient vehicle.

We find evidence that credit operates in part through a psychological channel. In addition
to relaxing credit constraints, credit changes the cost structure, from a single large payment
today to multiple smaller payments in the future, and this affects how an agent perceives the
cost of an investment. We find that around one-third of the large effect of access to credit on
WTP is driven by inattention to future costs. Encouraging an individual to pay attention to
these future costs reduces the impact of access to credit on adoption, suggesting people may
not fully attend to costs when they are in the future. This effect is driven almost entirely by
people who exhibit time-inconsistent preferences as measured by an independent effort task
allocation exercise. Time-inconsistent agents have on average lower WTP in the absence
of credit, and the impact of credit on WTP is larger among these agents, but inducing
attention to costs reduces these agents’ responsiveness to credit. This suggests that existing
measures of time-inconsistency at least in part reflect inattention to the future rather than
agent preferences.

Finally, we document the policy implications of large credit constraints for the regulation
of environmental externalities in low-income settings. In the absence of market failures,
a Pigovian tax equal to the cost of the negative externality achieves efficiency. A credit
constrained agent, however, would not be able to respond optimally to a Pigovian tax. We
argue that under reasonable conditions relating to the size of the welfare distortion generated
by credit constraints and the environmental externality, as well as their correlation, subsidies
can achieve higher welfare gains than taxes alone. Credit constraints are widespread across
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many low and middle-income countries, and we argue that this has important implications
for environmental policy going forward. We estimate that providing a USD 30 subsidy for
the energy efficient stove has a MVPF of USD 13 when factoring in the private benefits
alone. This is a highly effective poverty alleviation program even for policy makers that are
not concerned with environmental externalities. When avoided environmental damages are
included, the MVPF rises to USD 19.

The large impact of credit constraints combined with high repayment rates invites the
question of why profit-maximizing companies do not offer credit. While a detailed account-
ing of specific factors driving failures in the credit market in Kenya is beyond the scope of
this paper, informal conversations with decision-makers in this sector yield some plausible
explanations. Of primary importance are fears of over-extension if technology firms essen-
tially expand into the credit sector. The primary strength of energy efficient technology
companies is in developing and marketing these technologies—extending into activities be-
yond this scope may jeopardize the quality of those products. Second, a large gap exists
between the formal and informal sectors. A manufacturing company interested in offering
credit to its customers may be more likely to partner with an existing formal banking in-
stitution, but the population studied in this paper are almost entirely served by informal
financial providers. Prior collaborations between banks and technology companies in Nairobi
have primarily targeted households with higher socioeconomic status, and thus been limited
in scope.

Low and middle-income countries are expected to propel future energy demand. Energy
efficiency is often presented as an example of a technology that can benefit households
financially while also reducing the strain on energy system, however adoption remains low.
We illustrate that policy makers cannot rely on households to prevent strain on global systems
by adopting energy efficient technologies. Households in our study would already like to
adopt more energy efficient versions of their primary energy durable but are unable to do so
due to credit constraints. A reduction in the distortion created by inefficient credit markets
would allow policy-makers to abate growing energy demand, and allow households to benefit
from profitable technologies.
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Figures

Background: Charcoal use and spending in Kenya

Figure 1: Traditional jiko (‘stove’) and energy efficient stove

On the left is the traditional jiko. On the right is the energy efficient stove. The two stoves use the same
type of charcoal and the same process for cooking food, hence the energy efficient stove requires essentially
no learning to adopt. After usage, the user disposes of the ash using the tray at the bottom. The central
chamber of the energy efficient stove is constructed using insulating materials, creating a higher charcoal-to-
heat conversion rate. Engineers ex-ante predict that the energy efficient stove uses only half the charcoal to
reach and maintain the same cooking temperatures as the traditional jiko.

Experimental Design

Figure 2: Experimental Timeline

1 month 1 month

Loan payments (C1, C2)

Charcoal SMS survey
Charcoal SMS survey (A1, A2)  

Matatu SMS survey (A0)

Visit 1
• Enrollment survey

Visit 2
• Random treatments
• BDM WTP elicitation
• Stove transaction

Visit 3
• Endline survey

V1 V2 V3

Charcoal ash collection in buckets

Timeline of the four main study components: 1) Three in-person visits, timed one month after each other;
2) A recurring SMS survey about charcoal spending (a control group received placebo SMSes about matatu
(buses) for the first month); 3) Ash collection in buckets to measure charcoal consumption; 4) Loan payments
(for respondents who purchased the stove and used a loan to do so).
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Figure 3: Experimental Treatment Arms

Credit 
Control

Credit 
Treatment

Weekly 
Deadlines

Monthly 
Deadlines

Attention 
Control

Attention 
Treatment

Energy Savings

Energy Savings 
– Costs

96 98 98

96 97 96

145 146 146

We enroll 1,018 respondents and randomly assign them to one of three credit treatments and one of three
attention treatments. Respondents in the credit control group must pay for the stove during visit 2 and
receive the stove that day. Respondents in the credit treatment group still receive the stove during visit 2
but pay for it over 3 months. Respondents in the attention control group receive basic information about
the stove. Respondents in the attention treatment group are prompted to report charcoal spending every
three days in the month before WTP is elicited, to forecast 12 months of savings and spend time thinking
about how they could use the savings. Respondents in the treatment to costs group also think through costs
associated with adoption. Treatment assignment is stratified by baseline charcoal spending.
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Results

Figure 4: Energy efficient stoves reduce energy spending
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Weekly charcoal spending by adopters and non-adopters of the energy efficient stove before and after visit
2. Weekly charcoal spending is elicited through a recurring 3-day SMS survey. Adoption of the stove causes
charcoal expenditures to drop by USD 2.20 per week (40 percent relative to the control group). The causal
estimates presented in Figure A10 are similar.

Figure 5: Under-adoption of the energy efficient technology
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The dotted line represents the efficient demand curve for all agents, if agents were willing to pay precisely
their savings over a 3-month period. The smooth line and the histogram represent demand elicited through
the BDM mechanism for the control group. The gap between the two curves can be interpreted as under-
adoption of the energy efficient technology.
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Figure 6: Impacts of experimental treatments on WTP
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Cumulative distribution of WTP for the control and treatment groups for both experimental treatments.
The credit WTP graph includes only the attention control group and vice versa. Access to credit increases
WTP by USD 13 (104 percent relative to control). Attention to benefits does not affect WTP. The efficient
demand curve assumes annualized δ = 0.9. Figure A12 presents robustness checks for annual discount factors
δ = 0.5 and δ = 1.

Figure 7: Test of concentration bias
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An agent exhibiting concentration bias would prefer payment plans where costs are dispersed across a larger
number of smaller payments rather than concentrated in a smaller number of larger payments. We test for
this by randomly assigning respondents to pay by either weekly or monthly deadlines. WTP is presented
for the two credit treatments separately. Credit increases WTP by 13 USD on average but the framing of
deadlines (weekly or monthly) does not affect adoption, suggesting concentration bias is not at play.
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Robustness Checks

Figure 8: Attrition of SMSes by adoption and treatment status
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We test for attrition in SMS responses by Jikokoa adoption and treatment status for all three treatments
(credit, attention, and subsidy). We do not observe meaningful differences in response rate by treatment
group or by whether the respondent adopted the stove.
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Tables
Experimental Design

Table 1: Summary Statistics

Mean SD 25th 50th 75th

Household size 4.73 2.08 3 4 6
Age 37.24 11.83 29 35 44
Female respondent 0.95 0.21 1 1 1
Completed primary education 0.70 0.46 0 1 1
Completed secondary education 0.06 0.24 0 0 0
Household income (USD/week) 47.12 34.56 21 35 60
Energy spending (USD/week) 8.54 3.58 6 8 10
Charcoal spending (USD/week) 5.59 2.60 4 5 7
Savings (USD) 74.59 129.07 1 30 82
Current cookstove price (USD) 3.40 1.34 3 3 4

Summary statistics of key socioeconomic characteristics for all 1,018 study participants. ‘Savings’ includes
savings in bank account, mobile money account, or informal group savings.

Results

Table 2: Causal impact of stove adoption on weekly charcoal spending
First Stage IV Estimate

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Bought Stove USD IHS(USD) IHS(KG)

BDM Price (USD) -0.029∗∗∗
(0.001)

WTP (USD) 0.025∗∗∗ -0.003 -0.001 0.004
(0.001) (0.011) (0.003) (0.003)

Bought Cookstove (=1) -2.279∗∗∗ -0.496∗∗∗ -0.490∗∗∗
(0.296) (0.072) (0.083)

Observations 920 7923 7923 803
Control Mean 0.400 4.960 2.154 1.546
Socioeconomic controls Yes Yes Yes Yes
Data Source Midline SMSes SMSes Buckets

Results from an instrumental variables regression that uses the (randomly assigned) BDM price as an in-
strument for stove adoption to estimate the causal impact of adoption on weekly charcoal expenditures.
Column (2) uses weekly charcoal expenditures in USD as the outcome variable. Column (3) uses the inverse
hyperbolic sine (IHS) conversion of the USD amount. A 0.496 IHS reduction corresponds to a 39 percent
reduction relative to the control group. Column (4) uses the IHS of the weight of the charcoal bucket one
month after stove adoption as the outcome variable. Table A2 confirms that these results hold for additional
specifications. Socioeconomic controls include baseline savings, income, risk aversion, credit constrainedness,
number of adults and children. In regressions using SMS data, errors are clustered by respondent. SE in
parentheses. ∗ ≤ 0.10,∗∗≤ .05,∗∗∗≤ .01.
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Table 3: Empirical rate of return estimates from selected literature

Authors Year Country
Annualized

IRR

Berkouwer and Dean 2019 Kenya 296%

Energy Efficiency
Allcott and Greenstone 2017 USA -4%
Fowlie, Greenstone, Wolfram 2018 USA -10%–0%
Davis, Martinez, Taboada 2018 Mexico less than -8%

Firms
Bigsten, Isaksson, Soderbom, et al. 2000 Africa1 10–35%
McKenzie and Woodruff 2006 Mexico 36–180%
McKenzie and Woodruff 2008 Mexico 240–396%
De Mel, McKenzie, Woodruff 2008 Sri Lanka 55–63%
Kremer, Lee, Robinson 2013 Kenya 113%
Fafchamps, McKenzie, Quinn, Woodruff 2014 Ghana 180%
Banerjee and Duflo 2014 India 105%
Blattman, Fiala, Martinez 2014 Uganda 30–50%
Blattman, Green, Jamison, et al. 2016 Uganda 8–24%

Agriculture
Udry and Anagol 2006 Ghana 30–50%
Duflo, Kremer, Robinson 2008 Kenya 52–85%

Education
Bigsten, Isaksson, Soderbom, et al. 2000 Africa1 1–5%
Duflo 2001 Indonesia 8.8–12%

Other
Baird, Hicks, Kremer, Miguel2 2016 Kenya 32%
Haushofer, Shapiro3 2016 Kenya 15%

1Cameroon, Ghana, Kenya, Zambia, Zimbabwe. 2Deworming. 3Unconditional cash transfers.
Annualized internal rate of return (IRR) estimates from recent literature. The IRR corresponds
to the interest rate where the Net Present Value of an investment, from time 0 to infinity,
equals 0. Conversion between monthly and annualized IRR conservatively (and in line with
the literature) assumes no reinvestment.
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Table 4: Interaction of attention to future costs and credit

WTP
(USD)

(1) (2) (3)

Credit 12.61∗∗∗ 12.62∗∗∗ 11.07∗∗∗
(0.69) (1.27) (1.45)

Attention to benefits 0.40 -1.11 -0.75
(0.86) (1.48) (1.48)

Attention to costs (β†) -0.22 2.33∗ 2.23∗
(0.79) (1.35) (1.35)

Attention to benefits X Credit 2.28 1.92
(1.81) (1.81)

Attention to costs X Credit (β∗) -3.84∗∗ -3.73∗∗
(1.66) (1.66)

Time inconsistent (δo) -2.51∗∗
(1.13)

Time inconsistent X Credit (δ4) 3.12∗∗
(1.38)

Observations 962 962 962
Control Mean 12.12 12.12 13.14
Sample Full Full Full
F-test: β† = β∗ 0.03 0.04
F-test: β† + β∗ = 0 0.12 0.12
F-test: Joint significance δo, δ4 0.06

Causal impact of credit and attention treatments on willingness-to-pay (WTP) elicited during the Becker-
DeGroot-Marschak (BDM) mechanism. For the ‘attention to benefits’ treatment, the indicator variable
‘Attention to benefits’ is set to 1 and the indicator variable ‘Attention to costs’ is set to 0. For the ‘attention
to benefits minus costs’ treatment, both indicator variables are set to 1. Agents are defined as exhibiting
time inconsistency if they choose to postpone effort tasks during their second decision point. Socioeconomic
controls include baseline savings, income, risk aversion, credit constrainedness, number of adults and children.
SE in parentheses. ∗ ≤ 0.10,∗∗≤ .05,∗∗∗≤ .01.
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Robustness Checks

Table 5: Impact of stove adoption on charcoal spending 18 months after adoption

First Stage IV Estimate

Bought Stove USD IHS(USD)

BDM Price (USD) -0.025∗∗∗
(0.003)

WTP (USD) 0.014∗∗∗ 0.006 0.002
(0.004) (0.030) (0.008)

Bought Cookstove (=1) -2.820∗∗∗ -0.593∗∗∗
(0.860) (0.216)

Observations 114 114 114
Control Mean 0.091 4.951 2.084
Socioeconomic controls Yes Yes Yes
Data Source Midline Endline Endline

Results from an instrumental variables regression that uses the (randomly assigned) BDM price as an in-
strument for stove adoption to estimate the long-term causal impact of stove adoption on weekly charcoal
expenditures. The sample includes respondents that participated in a pilot launched in February 2018 and
who successfully completed a 18-month follow-up SMS survey in July-August 2019. The IHS point estimate
of a 0.593 reduction corresponds to a 45 percent reduction relative to the control group. Socioeconomic con-
trols include weekly rent, number of adults and children, household income, baseline savings, and baseline
charcoal expenditures. SE in parentheses. ∗ ≤ 0.10,∗∗≤ .05,∗∗∗≤ .01.

Table 6: Risk aversion reduces adoption, but this does not affect credit
WTP
(USD)

(1) (2)

Credit 12.61∗∗∗ 12.57∗∗∗
(0.69) (1.21)

Risk aversion -1.97∗∗∗ -2.00∗
(0.71) (1.21)

Risk aversion X Credit 0.05
(1.47)

Belief about stove durability (years) 0.41∗∗∗ 0.41∗∗∗
(0.16) (0.16)

Observations 962 962
Control Mean 12.12 12.12
Sample All All

Results from a regression estimating how risk aversion and beliefs about stove durability affect WTP. Risk
aversion affects WTP directly but does not meaningfully affect the impact of credit. Socioeconomic controls
include baseline savings, income, risk aversion, credit constrainedness, number of adults and children. SE in
parentheses. ∗ ≤ 0.10,∗∗≤ .05,∗∗∗≤ .01.
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Non-monetary impacts

Table 7: Non-monetary outcomes: Drivers and impact of stove adoption

WTP
(USD)

Health Symptoms
Index (endline)

Minutes
cooking per day

Adoptions
in network

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Health beliefs (index) 0.098
(0.621)

Savings beliefs (USD) 0.015∗∗

(0.008)

Jikokoa (=1) -0.531∗∗∗ -0.571∗∗∗ -0.517∗∗∗ -55.755∗∗∗ -0.228
(0.105) (0.111) (0.115) (14.505) (0.171)

Continued old stove use (=1) 0.170∗ 0.147∗

(0.088) (0.088)

Charcoal usage (KG/month) 0.047∗∗∗

(0.015)

Observations 931 931 931 931 931 931
Control Mean 11.864 0.000 0.000 0.000 192.142 0.317
Socioeconomic controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Column (1) tests whether baseline beliefs affect WTP. Columns (2) through (6) present causal
estimates of the impact of stove adoption on various outcomes measured one month after adoption.
The health symptoms index measures self-reported respiratory outcomes for adults and children
normalized such that the control group has a mean of 0 and a standard deviation of 1. Adoptions
in network indicates whether any of the respondent’s friends, family, or neighbors purchased the
Jikokoa in the past 1 month. Socioeconomic controls include baseline savings, income, risk aversion,
credit constrainedness, number of adults and children. SE in parentheses. ∗ ≤ 0.10,∗∗≤ .05,∗∗∗≤
.01.
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Table 8: Marginal Value of Public Funds (MVPF) estimates under various assumptions

Social Cost Benefits (USD) Total Benefits (USD) Inframarginal MVPF
of Carbon Financial Time Environmental Private Social Adoption Private Social

10 204 0 49 204 253 50% 3 4
10 204 0 49 204 253 1% 6 7
10 204 231 49 434 483 50% 6 7
10 204 231 49 434 483 1% 13 14
42 204 0 207 204 410 50% 3 6
42 204 0 207 204 410 1% 6 12
42 204 231 207 434 641 50% 6 9
42 204 231 207 434 641 1% 13 19
100 204 0 492 204 696 50% 3 10
100 204 0 492 204 696 1% 6 20
100 204 231 492 434 927 50% 6 14
100 204 231 492 434 927 1% 13 27
200 204 0 985 204 1,189 50% 3 18
200 204 0 985 204 1,189 1% 6 35
200 204 231 985 434 1,419 50% 6 21
200 204 231 985 434 1,419 1% 13 41

Estimates of the Marginal Value of Public Funds (MVPF) of a USD 30 government subsidy for the stove under various assumptions. The MVPF
calculates the total welfare gain, in USD, per USD 1 of government expenditures. We adopt existing estimates from the literature of the marginal
cost of funds of USD 1.13 per every USD 1 of government spending raised through taxation. The Social Cost of Carbon represents the cost, in total
damages, per metric ton of CO2 emitted today. Benefits are accrued over a two year usage period discounted at δ = 0.9 annualized. Private benefits
include financial and time benefits. Social benefits consists of private benefits plus reductions in climate change damages. Variation in inframarginal
adoption accounts for the fraction of government subsidies paid out to individuals that would have adopted the stove even without the subsidy (the
BDM curve elicited among the control group in this study suggests an inframarginal adoption rate of 1 percent).
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8.1 Appendix Derivations

8.1.1 Inattention

We explore the micro-foundations that determine the attention parameter θi across indi-
viduals. We allow for imperfect attention following Gabaix and Laibson 2017. We define
bt = u(ct + ψt) − u(ct) to capture the beneficial utility consequences from purchasing the
stove, and κt = u(ct + ψt − rt) − u(ct + ψt) to capture the costly utility consequences from
purchasing the stove. We assume that the agent perfectly perceives the current period, but
that both bt and κt are imperfectly observed for t = 1, ..., T . By paying attention to each
period, the agent is able to generate signals about the utility benefits and costs of purchasing
the stove (sbt and sκt respectively). The condition then changes to:

u(c0 − p∗ + l)− u(c0) +
T∑
t=1

D(t)
[
E[bt|sbt ]−E[κt|sκt ]

]
= 0 (8)

We further assume that these signals are correct on average and are imperfectly observed
due to independent, normally distributed noise that is linearly increasing in later periods:

sbt = E[u(ct + ψt)− u(ct)] + εt εt ∼ N(0, σ2
ε t) (9)

sκt = E[u(ct + ψt − rt)− u(ct + ψt)] + νt νt ∼ N(0, σ2
νt) (10)

The agent then combines these signals with the priors they hold over the benefits and costs
of adopting new technologies. This yields the following prediction:

Prediction 2: When attention to benefits is increased (smaller σ2
ε ), if the

true benefits of the stove are greater than the prior for all technologies this
will increase WTP.

∂p∗

∂σ2
ε

< 0

The impact of attention to costs on adoption will depend on whether costs are incurred in
the present or in the future. Specifically,

Prediction 3: If the agent does not have access to credit and there are no
other flow costs, rt = 0 ∀ t. Thus if 0 < µ, increasing attention to costs will
lower σ2

ν and increase WTP.110

∂p∗

∂σ2
ν

< 0

Prediction 4: If the agent has access to credit and µ < rt, then increased
110Intuitively, the agent expects there to be some flow cost of adoption and after thinking about it realizes

there actually isn’t.
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attention to costs will lower σ2
ν and decrease WTP.111

∂p∗

∂σ2
ν

> 0

Because the signals are stochastic so is the agent’s willingness to pay. Thus, for clarity,
we follow Gabaix and Laibson 2017 in studying the behavior of a “representative agent” who
happens to receive signals of the costs and benefits with no noise. We begin by considering
the case of an agent who has not had their attention augmented. For simplicity we assume
that without augmentation the signals have the same noise, (σ2

ε = σ2
ν = σ2

s). In this case the
agent’s condition simplifies to:

0 = u(c0 − p∗ + l)− u(c0) +
T∑
t=1

D(t)

[
E[u(ct + ψt − rt)− u(ct)]

1 + σ2
s

σ2
u
t

]
(11)

The agent then combines these signals with the priors they hold over the benefits and costs
of adopting new technologies. We assume that agents believe the utility benefits and costs of
new technologies are identically and normally distributed bt, κt ∼ N(µ, σ2

u). This plausibly
holds in equilibrium for an agent who is risk neutral and is not credit constrained.112 To
illustrate, consider an agent who believes the utility benefits of new technologies on average
exceed their costs; they should continually be attempting to adopt new technologies. Sim-
ilarly, agents are unlikely to adopt so many technologies that they begin encountering net
negative returns to adoption.

After combining these signals with the prior, the condition becomes:

0 = u(c0 − p∗ + l)− u(c0) +
T∑
t=1

D(t)

[
sbt − µ
1 + σ2

ε

σ2
u
t
− sκt − µ

1 + σ2
ν

σ2
u
t

]
(12)

Note that by setting σν = σε = 0 this model nests the perfect attention case. If the agent
perceives perfectly correct and precise signals, the influence of the priors cancel and we’re
left with the same condition as in the rational case.

(11) demonstrates that agents with this kind of inattention will systematically undervalue
the future utility changes induced by adopting a technology. In the case where the stove
generates improvements in utility in future periods, this will reduce willingness to pay.

111Intuitively, one benefit of borrowing is that the costs are less acutely perceived by the agent because they
are in the future. By forcing the agent to remember they will have to eventually make the loan payments,
this counteracts that effect.

112Under risk aversion and credit constraints, it is possible that E[µb] > E[µκ], with analogous implications
for the impact of attention.
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Appendix Figures

Figure A1: Informational pamphlet

To reduce information asymmetries prior to the start of surveying, all participants received this leaflet
containing information about the Jikokoa stove at baseline. The graphic with charcoal tins indicating that
the Jikokoa uses only 50 percent of a regular stove was designed to be understandable by literate and illiterate
respondents.

Figure A2: Most salient benefits of Jikokoa stove

A. Important stove qualities B. Best attributes of Jikokoa
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The most salient positive attribute about the Jikokoa stove is that it saves money. This attribute
is almost twice as preferred as health benefits from reductions in smoke emissions, which itself is
more than twice as large as any other attribute.
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Figure A3: Attention Sheet

This figure displays the first nine weeks of the attention to benefits sheet as completed by a respondent. They
are first asked to write down how much they expect to save each week. They then calculate and write down
the total expected savings for each month, and what they would do with these savings. Finally, respondents
calculate their total annual savings by adding all 12 monthly amounts, and write this at the top of the sheet.
“kununua chakula” = “buy food” . “Kununulia watoto text books” = “buy the children textbooks”. Respondents
in attention treatment groups A1 and A2 complete this sheet for all 52 weeks. 47 percent of respondents
filled in the sheet entirely on their own. 31 percent of respondents filled in the sheet themselves, but required
guidance by the field officer. The remaining 22 of respondents were illiterate and the field officer filled in
the numbers on their behalf, while discussing the answers with the respondent. Responses are statistically
indistinguishable across these three groups. KES 100 ≈ USD 1 at the time of surveying.
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Figure A4: Attention Treatments

Panel A: Attention control (A0)

Panel B: Attention to energy savings (A1)

Panel C: Attention to energy savings minus costs (A2)

The on-screen information during the BDM decision process for a hypothetical respondent in the weekly
credit treatment group (C1). The payment amounts vary over 12 cycles of Yes/No questions depending on
the respondent’s answers. The benefits stay constant. The conversion from total cost to weekly payment
amounts includes interest rate of 1.16 percent per month. Ksh (KES) 100 ≈ USD 1 at the time of surveying.
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Figure A5: BDM Hidden price distribution
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The distribution of prices Pi used in the BDM elicitation mechanism. 6 percent of participants
are allocated a price drawn from U [3.50, 4.50], 39 percent of participants are allocated a price
drawn from U [10, 12], and 44 percent of participants are allocated a price drawn from U [25, 27].
The remaining prices are drawn from a uniform distribution over the entire interval U [0.01, 29.99].
Respondents buy the stove if and only if WTPi ≥ Pi.

Figure A6: Becker-DeGroot-Marschak (BDM) and Take-it-or-leave-it (TIOLI) methods prac-
tice round items

Two practice rounds help respondents understand the BDM mechanism and allow us to compare BDM
responses with a TIOLI auction. These particular brands of lotion and soap are commonly used by our
respondents and widely sold for a retail price of $1.19 and $1.48, respectively. Respondents were randomly
assigned whether they would be offered the lotion using TIOLI and the bar of soap using BDM, or vice versa.
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Figure A7: Demand curves elicited through Becker-DeGroot-Marschak (BDM) and Take-it-
or-leave-it (TIOLI) methods
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We test whether TIOLI and BDM elicit the same demand curves by cross-randomizing these with two goods.
The BDM demand curve is defined as Pr(WTP ≥ Pi). The TIOLI demand curve takes average adoption
rates across intervals of 50 observations. The overlap of the two curves suggests that the BDM mechanism
elicits WTP responses that are in line with respondents’ real behavior during a TIOLI decision.

Figure A8: Effort Task

A. Blank B. Complete

Example of one blank and one completed effort task. Respondents mark the number of times each symbol
appears. Respondents are asked to use tick marks in order to prevent more educated or literate participants
from gaining an advantage. Most respondents took between one to two minutes to complete one task. The
answers had to be within 10 percent of the correct number of ticks to be marked as ‘complete’. Each
respondent is required to complete at least three tasks during each visit.
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Figure A9: Respondent locations

The 1,018 respondents enrolled in our study reside in one of four low-income neighborhoods in the eastern
part of Nairobi: Dandora, Kayole, Mathare, and Mukuru. Respondents are randomly allocated to credit
and attention treatment arms prior to the start of Visit 2.

Figure A10: Causal IV estimate of adoption on spending over time
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Instrumental Variables (IV) estimates for the causal effect of stove adoption on average weekly charcoal
spending over time. Estimates prior to adoption have larger standard errors because only respondents in
the attention treatment groups participated in the SMS survey about charcoal expenditures prior to Visit 2,
which reduces the sample size.
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Figure A11: Distribution of stove’s Net Present Value (NPV) across respondents
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Distribution of the stove’s net present value (NPV) for all respondents that report charcoal expenditures
after Visit 2. We define NPV =

[∑T
t=1 δ

tψt
]
− PE , where ψt = γŜi as in Equation 2. We use δ = 0.9

annualized, γ = 0.39 savings as estimated above, PE = 40 USD. We define Ŝi equal to each respondent’s
post-adoption counterfactual charcoal spending. We estimate NPV over T = 104 weeks post-adoption.
NPV equals USD 178 per respondent on average, and is positive for > 99 percent of respondents.

Figure A12: Robustness of under-adoption gap for varying annual δ
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Demand curves assuming annual discount factors of δ = 0.5 and δ = 1. Because we quantify under-adoption
in the short term (13 weeks), varying annual discount factors across a wide interval does not meaningfully
affect results.
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Figure A13: Treatment effect by WTP
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In Panel A, expected returns does not predict WTP. In Panel B, WTP does not predict realized returns.

Figure A14: Number of SMSes replied to, by respondent
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The number of SMSes each respondent correctly responded to during the first 48 days (16 3-day SMS cycles)
after visit 2. Out of 962 respondents who completed Visit 2, 124 (13 percent) did not respond to any SMSes
in this period. 446 respondents (46 percent) responded to at least half of all SMSes. Figure A6 confirms
that socio-economic characteristics (with the exception of age) do not predict SMS non-response.
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Figure A15: Loan repayment patterns
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Panel A displays the fraction of the rolling minimum that the respondent has paid, averaged across all 84
days. Only days after the respondent’s first payment deadline count towards the denominator. 51 percent
of respondents had paid at least 90 percent on average and 60 percent of respondents had paid at least 80
percent on average. Panel B displays the average fraction of the required amount that respondents had paid
for every day of the 3-month payment period. These data exclude the 9 percent of stove winners in the
credit treatment groups who opted to pay the full price up front, or the 3 respondents who returned the
stove because of an inability to pay.

Figure A16: Change in WTP from midline to endline
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This rules out substantial learning or hidden attributes.
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Appendix Tables

Table A1: Balance test for attention, credit, and subsidy treatments

Sample
Mean

Attention
Treatment

Credit
Treatment

Subsidy
Treatment N

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Sex (female=1) 0.95 0.02 -0.01 -0.01 1018

[0.21] (0.01) (0.01) (0.01)
Respondent age 37.24 -0.25 0.22 -0.03 1018

[11.83] (0.82) (0.79) (0.74)
Number of household residents 4.73 -0.04 0.11 0.07 1018

[2.08] (0.14) (0.14) (0.13)
Number of child residents 2.57 -0.02 0.10 0.09 1018

[1.72] (0.12) (0.11) (0.11)
Savings in bank, mobile, ROSCA (USD) 74.65 2.07 5.70 -12.14 1018

[129.12] (8.94) (8.60) (8.09)
Household income (USD/week) 47.12 -2.33 -4.02∗ -1.64 1012

[34.57] (2.40) (2.31) (2.17)
Total energy consumption (USD/week) 8.54 0.08 0.12 -0.18 1018

[3.59] (0.25) (0.24) (0.22)
Charcoal consumption (USD/week) 5.59 0.05 0.04 -0.10 1018

[2.60] (0.18) (0.17) (0.16)
Price of old jiko (USD) 3.40 0.08 -0.01 0.05 1013

[1.34] (0.09) (0.09) (0.08)
Risky investment amount (0-4 USD) 1.19 0.04 -0.10 -0.11∗ 1018

[1.00] (0.07) (0.07) (0.06)
Joint F-Test 0.82 0.51 0.13

Each row and each treatment column represents an individual regression of the row variable on an indicator
for receiving the treatment in the column. For legibility, in this table the sub-treatments for attention and
credit are pooled. Treatment assignment was stratified on baseline charcoal spending. The three treatments
appear to be balanced on observable demographic and socioeconomic characteristics. SD in brackets. SE in
parentheses. ∗ ≤ 0.10,∗∗≤ .05,∗∗∗≤ .01.
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Table A2: Causal impact of stove adoption on charcoal use

OLS First Stage IV Estimate

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)
USD Bought Stove USD USD Log(USD) Log(USD) Log(KG) IHS(USD) IHS(USD) IHS(KG)

BDM Price (USD) 0.004 -0.029∗∗∗

(0.013) (0.001)

WTP (USD) -0.003 0.025∗∗∗ 0.007 -0.006 0.002 0.002 0.004 0.002 0.001 0.004
(0.010) (0.001) (0.010) (0.011) (0.002) (0.003) (0.003) (0.002) (0.003) (0.003)

Bought Cookstove (=1) -1.926∗∗∗ -2.423∗∗∗ -1.528∗∗∗ -0.591∗∗∗ -0.439∗∗∗ -0.566∗∗∗ -0.531∗∗∗ -0.394∗∗∗ -0.490∗∗∗

(0.293) (0.306) (0.330) (0.070) (0.082) (0.099) (0.074) (0.089) (0.083)

Observations 7923 920 7923 918 7789 883 803 7923 918 803
Control Mean 5.716 0.400 4.313 1.485 1.338 0.759 2.154 1.984 1.546
Socioeconomic controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Data Source SMSes Midline Endline SMSes Endline Buckets SMSes Endline Buckets

Column (1) presents the OLS estimate of charcoal spending on random price, WTP, and stove adoption. Column (2) presents the first
stage in the instrumental variables regression, using the (randomly assigned) BDM price as an instrument for stove adoption. Columns
(3) and (4) provide estimates of the impact of stove adoption on charcoal usage in USD. Columns (5) through (10) provide estimates
of the impact of stove adoption on charcoal usage with logarithmic and IHS conversion. Columns (7) and (10) provide estimates of the
impact of stove adoption on charcoal consumption as measured by the weight of the ash generated from stove usage. Results are robust to
including or not including socioeconomic controls, baseline charcoal spending measured during Visit 1, and pre-Visit 2 charcoal spending
measured through the SMS survey. Socioeconomic controls include baseline savings, income, risk aversion, credit constrainedness, number
of adults and children. In regressions using SMS data, errors are clustered by respondent. SE in parentheses. ∗ ≤ 0.10,∗∗≤ .05,∗∗∗≤ .01.
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Table A3: Impact of experimental treatments on WTP

WTP
(USD)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Credit (pooled) 12.60∗∗∗ 12.62∗∗∗

(0.69) (1.27)

Credit (C1 only) 13.20∗∗∗

(0.79)

Credit (C2 only) 11.99∗∗∗

(0.80)

Attention (pooled) 0.15 0.29
(0.83) (1.24)

Attention (A1 only) 0.26
(1.00)

Attention (A2 only) 0.07
(0.91)

Attention (pooled) X Credit (pooled) -0.03
(1.51)

Observations 962 962 962 962 962
Control Mean 12.33 12.33 20.54 20.54 12.12
Sample Full Full Full Full Full

Impact of pooled treatments on WTP. Socioeconomic controls include baseline savings, income, risk aversion,
credit constrainedness, number of adults and children. SE in parentheses. ∗ ≤ 0.10,∗∗≤ .05,∗∗∗≤ .01.
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Table A4: Interaction of attention to future costs and time-inconsistency

WTP
(USD)

(1) (2) (3)

Credit 11.07∗∗∗ 10.49∗∗∗ 14.77∗∗∗
(1.45) (1.89) (1.73)

Attention to benefits -0.75 -0.97 -0.60
(1.48) (2.30) (1.96)

Attention to costs (β†) 2.23∗ 2.85 1.81
(1.35) (2.23) (1.70)

Attention to benefits X Credit 1.92 1.81 1.89
(1.81) (2.85) (2.36)

Attention to costs X Credit (β∗) -3.73∗∗ -2.35 -4.78∗∗
(1.66) (2.70) (2.10)

Time inconsistent (δo) -2.51∗∗
(1.13)

Time inconsistent X Credit (δ4) 3.12∗∗
(1.38)

Observations 962 413 549
Control Mean 13.14 13.14 10.98
Sample Full TI=0 TI=1
F-test: β† = β∗ 0.04 0.27 0.07
F-test: β† + β∗ = 0 0.12 0.74 0.02
F-test: Joint significance δo, δ4 0.06

Causal impact of credit and attention treatments on WTP elicited during the BDM mechanism. For the
‘attention to benefits’ treatment, the indicator variable ‘Attention to benefits’ is set to 1 and the indicator
variable ‘Attention to costs’ is set to 0. For the ‘attention to benefits minus costs’ treatment, both indicator
variables are set to 1. Agents are defined as exhibiting time inconsistency (TI=1) if they choose to postpone
effort tasks during their second decision point. Socioeconomic controls include baseline savings, income, risk
aversion, credit constrainedness, number of adults and children. SE in parentheses. ∗ ≤ 0.10,∗∗≤ .05,∗∗∗≤
.01.
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Table A5: Test of Concentration Bias

WTP
(USD)

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Weekly Credit (C1 only) 13.19∗∗∗ 13.20∗∗∗

(0.80) (0.79)

Monthly Credit (C2 only) 12.10∗∗∗ 11.99∗∗∗ -1.09 -1.24
(0.80) (0.80) (0.82) (0.81)

Observations 962 962 641 641
Control mean 12.33 12.33 20.85 20.85
Sample Full Full C1 & C2 C1 & C2
Controls No Yes No Yes
F-test weekly = monthly: 0.17 0.13

Causal impact of credit with weekly and with monthly deadlines on WTP. Socioeconomic controls include
baseline savings, income, risk aversion, credit constrainedness, number of adults and children. SE in paren-
theses. ∗ ≤ 0.10,∗∗≤ .05,∗∗∗≤ .01.
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Table A6: Socio-economic characteristics do not predict attrition

Sample
Mean

Attrited
(Visit 2)

Attrited
(Visit 3)

Attrited
(SMSes) N

BDM Treatment (Price <= 15 USD) 0.50 0.07 -0.01 0.00 1018
[0.50] (0.07) (0.06) (0.03)

Credit Treatment 0.67 0.05 0.01 -0.04 1018
[0.47] (0.06) (0.05) (0.03)

Attention Treatment 0.71 0.12∗ 0.09∗ 0.01 1018
[0.46] (0.06) (0.05) (0.03)

Sex (female=1) 0.96 -0.01 -0.00 -0.00 1018
[0.21] (0.03) (0.02) (0.01)

Respondent age 37.47 -4.13∗∗ -3.53∗∗∗ -1.75∗∗ 1018
[11.85] (1.62) (1.32) (0.74)

Number of household residents 4.75 -0.34 -0.40∗ -0.17 1018
[2.07] (0.29) (0.23) (0.13)

Number of child residents 2.60 -0.35 -0.32 -0.02 1018
[1.72] (0.24) (0.19) (0.11)

Savings in bank, mobile, ROSCA (USD) 75.39 -14.54 -17.26 -3.21 1018
[129.81] (17.75) (14.47) (8.12)

Household income (USD/week) 47.22 -1.96 -2.24 -1.53 1012
[34.72] (4.75) (3.88) (2.18)

Total energy consumption (USD/week) 8.55 -0.05 -0.44 0.13 1018
[3.59] (0.49) (0.40) (0.23)

Charcoal consumption (USD/week) 5.60 -0.20 -0.37 0.03 1018
[2.59] (0.36) (0.29) (0.16)

Price of old jiko (USD) 3.40 0.06 -0.10 -0.02 1013
[1.36] (0.18) (0.15) (0.08)

Risky investment amount (0-4 USD) 1.19 0.04 0.03 -0.00 1018
[0.99] (0.14) (0.11) (0.06)

Joint F-Test 0.41 0.23 0.69

Each coefficient in each of the Attrited columns represents a separate regression testing whether the outcome
variable predicts attrition. Attrited (SMS) equals one for respondents who responded than fewer of the
median number of SMSes. SE in parentheses. ∗ ≤ 0.10,∗∗≤ .05,∗∗∗≤ .01.
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